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PRICE PLEDGE
We always aim to be competitive
Seen it cheaper - then let us know!

SOLID STATE POWER
Quality amplifiers for all bands
Quality amplifiers for all bands

UK sole importer!

HLV-1000-10

1kW solid state amplifier
144MHz,
Input: 10W max

IN STOCK!

£2495.00

HLV-950

Dual Band solid state amplifier
• Covers 50MHz & 70MHz
• Output 1kW for input
from 1W to 25W

IN STOCK!

£2549.95

Authorised UK dealer

NEW

JUST AR

RIVED!

Range below available to order
- shipped direct from factory within 4 weeks
HLV-1950.......... 2kW 4m.............................................£4,395
HLV-1950.......... 2kW 6m.............................................£4,395
HLV-2000.......... 2kW 2m.............................................£4,299
HLV-1100.......... 1kW 70cms....................................... £3,699
HLV-350............ 350W 23cms..................................... £2,595
HLV-550............ 550W 40cms..................................... £2,349
HPP-144............2.5kW low noise 144MHz Pre-amp...... £649.95

A600S

New Lightweight 600W solid state amplifier
- works with any transceiver
• Frequency: 1.8 - 54MHz
• RF input: 30W for 600W output
• High resolution colour display,
• RF sensing or cat interface for band change
• Remote control via RS-232
• Size: (W x H x D) 480 x 280 x 440 mm
• Weighs just 12kg

£2399.95

A1200S........... 1,200W 1.8-50MHz................... NEW £2999.95

IHSG dealer
KPA-500

Call for other Elecraft accessories

Kit

• Typical drive level is 30W
• Full and silent QSK at any CW speed
• Fully protected against high VSWR
and over drive
• Detailed LCD data screen
• Auto Band Switching via RF sensing
• Can be used with any transceiver

£2449.95
Assembled

£2649.95

MUCH MORE ON OUR WEBSITE 24/7....SHOWROOM OPENING HOURS: MON - FRI 9AM - 5:30PM CLOSED SATURDAY
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EDITORIAL

DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY

My thanks for all the positive comments on the change to a full
colour format for the Digest. After some months of planning, the
move, which included a change of printer, went remarkably
smoothly.

For the future, the challenge remains obtaining a good flow of
interesting articles. In the March Digest, I included a plea for contributions. How
disappointing to not receive a single reply, comment or suggestion – much less an
article. Can it really be that none of our 830 members are doing anything of sufficient
interest to make it worth telling others the story?
So, putting the rest of you to shame, our newest member, Bob Locher, W9KNI –
well known as one of the leading DXers – just one day after joining CDXC, sent me an
article with an offer of a continuing stream of such pieces. He promises them to be
somewhat controversial, so they will appear under a new heading “Point of View”. It
would be nice to expand this to allow discussion on the issues affecting
developments in our hobby.
After many months of poor conditions and relatively little of interest on the
bands, it was refreshing to find lots of activity during the early weeks of March.
Amongst the concurrent DXpeditions were PZ5K, 8Q7LH, 9G5X, 3B8/G3TXF, 5U5R,
TU7C, Z21ZED, 9N7EI and EK/RZ3DJ – a new one on 160m for many people, including
me.
There cannot be many of us that did not fill in a few band/mode slots and for
once, we had to contend with overlapping pile-ups which were, fortunately, carefully
monitored by the usual policemen who seemed to be totally confused by the
situation!
There does not seem to be too much of major interest in the immediate future.
By the time you receive this Digest the A25UK expedition will have finished. With a
strong team, there should have been plenty of opportunities for contacts. CDXC has
made a contribution to a potentially interesting IOTA spot to be activated by VE3LYC
who will be E51LYC from Pukapuka atoll – OC-098. This is a very remote spot and,
looking at the maps, can’t be too far off the separation requirements for a separate
DXCC entity.
The Annual Dinner at Reading was the usual very enjoyable event – an
opportunity to meet many old friends in a relaxing environment. It’s rather difficult
to understand why only a small number of members attend.
Hopefully, more of you will register for the AGM and Summer Social in rural
Rutland in June. See you there!
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TRANSMISSION LINES

CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL – CHAIRMAN

There are a number of Club-related items to report on and I
will start with the feedback on the March Digest. Without
exception the decision to go to full colour and the quality of the
new print was hugely welcomed by members. Credit goes to
Editor Dennis who is producing a Digest of the highest quality.
During my time on Committee I cannot think of a single thing we
have done that has received so much praise. On behalf of all members, a big thank
you Dennis.
On the usual weekend in March, we held our Annual Dinner. For the fourth year
running we were at the Best Western Calcot hotel just off the M4 near Reading.
They’ve got to know us now and treat us well. Following feedback from last year, we
modified the event to include three talks in the afternoon but no after-dinner
speaker. The former was a great success, but a few thought the actual dinner
required a bit more formality to its conclusion. We’ll consider that for next year. Do
read the write up elsewhere in this edition and look out for the date of next year’s
event.
Elsewhere you will see the minutes of the EGM we held in the afternoon at the
Calcot hotel. The resolution was unanimously carried. So from the 1st July 2017
renewals, there will be no postage premium applied to overseas members who elect
to take the Digest in electronic format only.
The other item we discussed at the Calcot meeting was sponsorship for WRTC
(the World Radiosport Team Championship). It is fair to say that the Committee is
divided on this one with six in favour and two against so there has been much
discussion. With the feedback from those at the Calcot meeting and particularly the
comment from one long-time member that ‘CDXC should not look at every decision
purely on the basis of whether it will bring new members, but should be seen to be a
Club that supports excellence and activity’, we have come up with a plan. The aim is
to raise €1,000 to sponsor a tent for one of the teams which will carry the CDXC
name. The Club will put in €500 and we are seeking donations to match that from
members. By the time you read this there will be a ‘WRTC donate’ button on our
website and PayPal is the preferred method of donating. Please read the article on
WRTC in this edition and check out their website for more information.
Those of you on the Reflector will know that some users have been experiencing
long delays with Yahoo! often taking many hours to post/deliver messages. Mark,
G4AXX and Dave, G3YMC have researched alternatives and we have been testing an
alternative for some time now. Their recommendation is that we move to Groups.io
(https://groups.io/). The advantages are that this has very much the look and feel of
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our existing Reflector but seemingly none of the downsides. Accordingly, at the end
of April all existing users of our Yahoo! Reflector were invited to join the new CDXC
Reflector Groups.io. In time we will turn off the ability to post to the old Yahoo!
group but importantly we will retain it for archival purposes and should we find the
new host doesn’t come up to scratch, we can always revert.
The next big event on the Club’s social calendar is the AGM and Summer Social on
Saturday 24th June. Details are elsewhere in this edition and you will note that we
have a new caterer this year. If you have never been it is well worth the visit to meet
members that you only know from the pile ups or from a ‘599 TU’ exchange! Please
do register so we can get the final numbers in good time. Jenny and I look forward to
seeing you there.
73 & Good DX
Chris, G3SVL

NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL

CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new and re-joining members:
Callsign

Name

QTH

G4PUQ

Peter McEwen

Halesworth

G4HCC

Michael Hodgkinson

Brierfield, Lancs

M0UAT

Ian Marsh

Dartford

G4PDF

Bob Copeland

Market Rasen

W9KNI

Bob Locher

Oregon

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC members:
G0GKY – Derek Burton
G0NYL – Betty Jackson
Our thoughts are with their families and loved ones.
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Minutes of the CDXC EGM held at The Calcot Hotel, Reading on Saturday 18 th March 2017.
Members in attendance:- 2E0SFR, F5VHY, G0VDZ, G2BKZ, G2NF, G3BJ, G3PQA, G3SVD,
G3SVL, G3USR, G3WKL, G3XTT, G3ZHL, G4DDX, G4GBP, G4LDL, G4HZV, G4PFF, G4VWI, G4XEE,
G7BXG, G8AJM, G8GNI, M0BCT, M0YMJ, M1SMH .
Apologies received from:- G2HKU, G3NUG, G3TXF, G0WKH, GW0RHC, M1KTA, M0BJL.
The EGM calling notice was published in the January 2017 Digest. The secretary
confirmed the meeting was quorate with 26 members attending.
The single motion, proposed by the current Committee was as follows:
That from 1st July 2017 the annual subscription paid by overseas members who elect to
take the Digest electronically (i.e. no paper copy) shall be aligned with that of UK members.
The Chairman, Chris G3SVL, outlined the motion and explained the rational saying that for
many years overseas members had paid a premium above UK members this being entirely
based on the additional cost of postage for the six editions they receive. Currently this
premium is £6 per annum. If an overseas member elects not to take a paper copy (for the
entire subscription year) there is no justification for charging that additional postage.
Chris invited comment from the floor and apart from one member who said 'makes
sense' there was no further comment or discussion.
The Chairman invited a show of hands which resulted in unanimous approval with none
against and no abstentions. The motion is thus carried and will come into effect as of the
2017 subscription renewals (i.e. 1st July 2017). The secretary was actioned to set up a new
overseas membership category.
The meeting closed at: 14.12.
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TREASURER’S REPORT
ANDREW THOMAS, G8GNI

I present below the DRAFT Accounts and brief comments on
the financial highlights of the year to 31st March 2017. The final
CDXC Accounts for the year just ended will be presented at the
AGM in June. As there is little time for members to consider the
accounts prior to the AGM, consistent with previous years I am
publishing now DRAFT Accounts which comprise an Income &
Expenditure Account and a Balance Sheet for the year ended
31st March 2017.

DRAFT means that the Accounts remain subject to amendment, Committee
approval and to audit by the Club Auditor, Owen Williams G0PHY.
The DRAFT accounts for the year show an excess of Expenditure over Income of
£1,866. The main changes in income and expenditure over the previous year are as
follows:
Income
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Subscription income is down by £992 (-5.7%), largely due to the lower level of subscription
renewals taking place last year;
Advertising revenue is down by £454 (-16.4%), due to a lower level of advertising and web
site sponsorship;
Annual Dinner income is down by £395 (-22.5%), due to overall numbers being down at 50
(2016 – 60);
Summer Social income is down by £523 (-31.5%) mainly due to the significantly lower raffle
proceeds;
Donations have held up well and continue to exceed expectations;
Bank interest was £22 lower (-21%) due to continued lower interest rates on the High
Street.

Expenditure
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Digest costs were lower this year by £2,190 (-14.8%) due to the reduced membership and
members opting to take only the eDigest;
DXpedition sponsorship almost doubled for the year, with the £2,400 sponsorship of the
upcoming Bouvet Island DXpedition accounting for the largest part of the increase;
Trophy costs have increased substantially by £467. This is because the recent Trophy
sponsorship has been substantially reduced;
Marketing costs are lower this year (down by £331 – a drop of 52%) as there was less
emphasis on marketing compared to the previous year.

Balance Sheet items
i.
ii.

The reserve for subscriptions paid in advance has been reduced by £450 to reflect the
reduced number of memberships pre-paid at 31st March 2017;
The reserves for DXpedition sponsorship has increased due to there being a significant
increase in current year pledges which are not yet due to be paid;
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iii.

For many years CDXC has carried a Print Costs Reserve. This was put in place should there be
a move away from Digest production by HCP and in anticipation that the change in supplier
would result in increased costs. The reserve was to buffer the excess and allow CDXC time to
source an appropriate and economical alternative supplier in due course. Having now
moved supplier it is apparent that the Print Costs Reserve is no longer required and has
been credited back to the Balance Sheet through an adjustment to the accrued
Accumulated Surplus brought forward;
Accumulated Net Current Assets carried forward of £15,823 indicate a continuing healthy
position and a continued sufficiency of working capital to meet the day-to-day needs of
CDXC.

iv.

Subscriptions
Given the overall financial position, subscriptions will continue at current levels
for 2017/2018. These are: for UK members - £18; for Overseas members taking the
eDigest only - £18; and for Overseas members taking a paper Digest - £24.
The reduced membership subscription for Overseas members taking only the
eDigest reflects the decision made at the Club EGM held 18th March 2017.
Finally
It would help the Treasurer considerably if members would consider renewing
their membership subscriptions before the membership year ends and not leave
renewal until the 1st July. Why not do it now? And then bask in the knowledge that
you will receive the Digest / eDigest for the next year.
I look forward to seeing many members at the AGM & Summer Social and
answering any questions that you may have on the accounts.
73, Andrew, G8GNI – Treasurer

Unaudited DRAFT CDXC Annual Accounts - 2016/17
(Note 6)
Income & Expenditure for the Year Ended 31st March

Income
Members Subscriptions
Advertising
Annual Dinner Income
Summer Social
Donations Received
Interest Received
Misc Other Net Income
Total Income
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Note

1

2017

2016

16,334
2,309
1,359
1,136
797
100
67
22,102

17,326
2,763
1,754
1,660
793
122
854
25,270

Expenditure
Digest Print and Distribution
DXpedition Sponsorship
Annual Dinner Costs
Trophies & Plaques
CMIS - Wild Apricot Costs
Marketing & Mailshots
Misc Expenses
RSGB Affiliation
Total Expenditure

12,656
8,122
1,448
607
700
303
86
47
23,968

14,847
4,413
1,741
140
708
634
46
47
22,577

(1,866)

2,693

13,449
4,240

10,757
0

Accumulated Surplus carried forward 15,823

13,449

2

Net Surplus / (Deficit) for the year
Accumulated Surplus brought
forward
Add: Exceptional Item
5

Balance Sheet as at 31st March
Current Assets
Cash at Bank & PayPal
Amounts receivable

Note
3

2017

25,910
0
Total Current Assets 25,910

Less:
Current Liabilities - Creditors, Provisions & Reserves
Subscriptions Paid in Advance
4,300
Print Costs Reserve
0
DXpedition Sponsorship
4,400
Other Creditors
4
1,386
10,086
Net current assets 15,823
Representing Reserves
Income & Expenditure account

15,823

2016
23,574
700
24,274
4,750
4,240
750
1,085
10,825
13,449
13,449

The related Notes to the DRAFT ACCOUNTS form an integral part of these Financial
Statements.
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Notes to the DRAFT ACCOUNTS 2016 - 17
2016/17 subscription income has been appraised by a review of subscriptions
pre-paid beyond 31st March, 2017 as the membership year ends on 30th June. A
reduction in the provision of £ 450 was required.
DXpedition sponsorship is charged in the accounts of the year in which
sponsorship is pledged. Pledges which remain unpaid at the year-end are
recognised by provisions carried forward.
CDXC does not capitalise assets held such as loan equipment but writes them off
as incurred. Therefore, there is no need for Fixed Assets or Annual Depreciation
to be recognised in the Accounts.
Other Creditors at 31st March 2017 include £ 670 which was donated to CDXC in
2014/15. This amount will be utilised from time to time to satisfy DXpedition
Sponsorship requests which match special conditions stipulated by the donor
which relate to upload of logs to LOTW and other QSO confirmation related
criteria.
The Exceptional Item of £ 4,240 represents the release of a longstanding
reserve. This reserve was originally provided to recognise advantageous
commercial terms achieved for Digest production and was intended to buffer
potentially increased costs incurred whilst alternative arrangements were
sought. Following the move to a full colour Digest in 2016/17 this reserve is no
longer required. It has therefore been released and added to the historical
Accumulated Surplus brought forward.
These accounts are Draft and subject to correction, to review and approval by
the CDXC Committee and to Audit Review before they become final. These
actions will be completed before the AGM.

Supplementary Information - DXpeditions Sponsored, Sponsorships and Donations in 2016/17
Lesotho - Provision brought forward no longer required
7P8C
-£100
Solomon Isl & Temotu Province - OC-047 & OC-100
H44 / H40 GC
£500
Norfolk Island - OC-005
VK9NZ
£300
Juan de Nova - AF-012
FT4JA
£700
Pitcairn - OC-044
VP6EU
£400
Qatar Group - AS-088
A70X
£200
Macao - AS-075
XX9D
£350
North Island - OC-196 / OC-198
VK5CE/8
£350
Marion Reef / Diamond Islets - OC-267
VK9MAV
£150
Iony Island - AS-069
RI0C
£300
Bouvet Island - AN-002
3Y0Z
£2,400
Ashmore Reef - OC216
VK5CE/9
£150
Pukapuka Atoll North Cook Islands - OC-098
E51LYC
£250
Funafuti (Tuvalu) OC-015
T2AQ/T2QR
£150
Islands on the Air (IOTA) Ltd
£500
RSGB YOTA sponsorship
£500
WRTC sponsorship
£500
Club Log donation
£500
Net rounding and charges
£22
Total DXpedition Sponsorship per Income & Expenditure
Accounts
£8,122
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THE CDXC 2017 AGM AND SUMMER SOCIAL
GORDON ROLLAND, G3USR

The Annual AGM and Summer Social which has been held at Wing,
Rutland for the last two years will again be held there, this year on
24th June.

I have written the following hints about getting to Rutland,
England’s smallest mainland county and provided references to some
related web resources.






Kick off at 11.00
Fantastic value at £15 per person – payable at the door
Tea, Coffee, AGM, and Buffet Lunch with a new caterer
Come with partners and friends for a super day out
Make a reservation now at www.cdxc.org.uk to secure your
place

If you have a SatNav then enter postcode LE15 8SA. If no SatNav or you want to
take the hints route then proceed as follows:
How to get to Oakham, the county town of Rutland:
From the North: One of the easiest and most reliable ways from the North is to
get on to the A1/A1M and proceed southwards, past Grantham, until you see the
signs to Oakham via the B668.
From the South: Either get onto the M1 and proceed northwards to J15,
Northampton and follow the signs to Kettering, then the A6003 to Corby and on to
Oakham. Or get on to the A1/A1M and follow the signs to The North. A little way
after the end of the A1M just a few miles west of Peterborough, take the exit onto
the A47, west, signposted Leicester. In about 12 miles at Uppingham, turn north onto
the A6003 signposted Oakham.
From the East: Get on to the A47
and drive west past Peterborough. At
the A47/A1 junction go straight across
and follow the A47 west, signposted
Leicester. In about 12 miles, at
Uppingham turn north onto the
A6003 signposted Oakham.
From the West: Get onto the M6
south and continue to the M6/M1
Catthorpe interchange (may still be
11

under reconstruction) where you exit onto the A14 signposted Kettering. Proceed
towards Kettering and exit onto the A43 signposted Peterborough. In about four
miles join the A6003 north, signposted Corby and Oakham. Follow the A6003 to
Oakham.
Local Directions to Wing Village Hall:
Note that Wing is located about four miles south of Oakham, just north of
Uppingham and about one mile east of the village of Preston which is on the A6003.
From Oakham proceed south on the A6003 to Preston. On entering Preston
immediately turn left and follow the signs to Wing.
From all other directions, at the
roundabout on the A47/A6003, just north
of Uppingham proceed North on the
A6003 signposted Oakham. In about one
mile proceed through the village of
Preston and just before the end of the
village turn right and follow the signs to
Wing.
Drive into Wing and continue through
the village – you will see the village hall
on your right. Look out for the CDXC flag
at the roadside and a CDXC banner on the side of the Hall.
Parking:
There is ample parking in the field behind the hall (subject to PPC permission) or
just park on village streets off the main road through the village. Please follow the
signage at the Hall and park only where indicated, within the taped off area. Please
avoid the paved area behind the hall which is set aside for al fresco dining, weather
allowing.
Note: Please leave your pets at home as there is no shade in the parking area,
your car will get very hot in the sunshine and animals are not allowed in the Hall.
Rutland Area Attractions:
Rutland is a pretty county and probably best
known for its man-made reservoir Rutland Water
which hosts bird watching, fly fishing, cycling and
various water sports. More information is
available at: https://www.discoverrutland.co.uk/. Rutland also has many villages
and most have excellent pubs serving food. Some
also have accommodation.
12

Local Accommodation:
Wing has an excellent pub The Kings
Arms, with limited accommodation. See
http://www.thekingsarms-wing.co.uk/. The
village also has a large camping and caravan
site - see
http://www.winghall.co.uk/camping.html.
Otherwise there is a wide range of local
accommodation all viewable on the web.
Early booking is advised as the area is very
popular with tourists.
Other Matters:
1.
Do bring family and friends and car share to reduce costs. Remember to
book non-members as guests.
2.
No need to bring chairs to the venue. Bring your own beer and wine for
personal consumption if you wish but no spirits please.
3.
Tea, coffee and biscuits will be available on arrival from 11.00, after
lunch and before departure from 15.00. The social closes at 16.00 and the site
needs to be cleared by 17.00.
4.
There will be the usual fantastic raffle which will be drawn around midafternoon.
Any questions? Send an email to Gordon: G3USR@btinternet.com
I look forward to another excellent Social at Wing and having a great day of fun
and fellowship with you!
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CDXC ANNUAL DINNER – MARCH, 2017

The Calcot Hotel at Reading again provided the venue for our annual get-together
with attendance by almost fifty members and guests.
During the afternoon, we dealt with some Club business during a short EGM and
then had some very interesting presentations during the arranged Workshop.
First on stage was James – M1DST, who presented a well illustrated talk on a
structured approach to putting together his Elecraft K3S. Before starting, it’s essential
to identify all the components, both electronic and mechanical, so that all the pieces
eventually go in the right place. James went through all the stages involved right up
to the crunch moment when power is applied for the first time. It very much
reminded me of the days when I put together my Heathkit SB301/SB401 kits. Good
documentation and a well thought out process usually meant it worked first time.
The big contest station of M6T, located in Suffolk, has achieved much publicity
over the years with the enthusiasm and dedication of its operating team. It was good
to hear from Dave – G4BUO that following the passing of the station’s principal
sponsor Bob Carpenter – G4BAH, the survival of the site is assured. Lots of pictures of
the impressive antenna arrays explained much of the ongoing contest success of
M6T. An inevitable question was “How did you get planning permission for all those
towers?” Answer – “We don’t need it – we put them up and take them down for each
contest!”
Dave also spoke about the ongoing plans for WRTC 2018 that will take place in
Germany. Elsewhere in this Digest you will find a piece on the event and details of
the associated fundraising activities. Potential involvement by CDXC was discussed
with a range of views emerging.
For:




Good exposure for CDXC - it is a world event and we should be there as a
sponsoring UK Club.
Our Constitution includes contesting but we rarely do much for it.
Support should not be viewed as purely trying to find new members - there
should be a 'worthiness' to it - i.e. be seen as a Club that supports activity and
promotes excellence in operating (WRTC considers itself the Olympics for
contest operators).

Against:
 It does nothing to benefit our members.
 It is an elitist event.
 It will not bring us any new members.
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The discussion moved on to the possibility of CDXC sponsoring a WRTC operating
tent. Chris- G3SVL explained that €1,000 was beyond what Committee had thought
reasonable. A suggestion from the floor was that the Club fund half of this amount
(€500 approx. £450) and ask members to match that to reach the sum required to
sponsor a tent. We would then get full exposure on the WRTC website etc. The mood
of the room was positive towards this suggestion. Chris said that this issue would be
taken up by the Committee.
Martin – G3ZAY gave us the final talk of the afternoon. Those of you who have
visited Bletchley will be familiar with the incredible machines that were built to crack
the enemy coding systems. Martin showed how their design depended on an
understanding of some complex mathematics. The presentation of these principles
gave us all an insight into the philosophies involved. But it was probably only those
who had a computer background and had been initiated into the grey world of the
ANDs, NANDs, NOTs and NORs of Boolean Algebra who would have appreciated the
finer detail.
We had exclusive use of the Hotel Restaurant for a very pleasant gathering for
Dinner in the evening and many of us took advantage of the favourable B&B rates to
stay the night.
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PITCAIRN, ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST ISOLATED
ISLANDS.
RONALD STUY, PA3EWP

In the summer of 2016 we started searching for a new destination for our next
DXpedition for February/March 2017. Our target area was again the Pacific. We
started working on three different destinations. Very soon we noticed that visiting
Pitcairn was possible. Pitcairn can only be reached by boat. There is a scheduled
supply vessel that goes to Pitcairn every three months. For me it is out of the
question to go for three months to Pitcairn, my boss won’t like that hi! But their
schedule for the beginning of 2017 was changed and the supply vessel would travel
three times from Mangareva (French Polynesia) to Pitcairn every three weeks. So, we
asked if it was possible to go there on the first trip and back again with the last trip.
There was place left for four passengers, and we made a reservation without any
delay. The supply vessel Claymore II can handle only 12 passengers. We now could be
active for 18 days on Pitcairn.
There are no hotels on Pitcairn, you must stay with the locals. We chose to stay at
Andy’s place. The VP6T team in 2012 also stayed at Andy’s place and that was
perfect. We got a lot of information from the VP6T team-members. We requested
the call VP6EU and within two weeks we received the confirmation. Our team
consisted of Hans DL6JGN (team-leader), Uwe DJ9HX, Ernö DK2AMM (QSL-manager)
and me, Ronald PA3EWP.
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The vessel is from the same owner as the famous Braveheart. Some of the ship’s
crew have been on many DXpeditions. We had to fly from Tahiti to Mangareva
(south-eastern Island of French-Polynesia). This is a four-hour flight and the schedule
is only once a week. The schedule of the Claymore II is adjusted to the schedule of
the airplane. It’s a small plane, approx. 40 passengers. The luggage is restricted to
23kg check-in and 5kg hand luggage. They couldn’t guarantee that all of our luggage
would fit in the plane. So, we decided to ship two boxes with a lot of equipment (+/120kg) to New-Zealand. There the boxes were loaded on the Claymore II. The boxes
had to be in New Zealand latest by the end of January.
Pitcairn is one of the most remote inhabited Islands of the world. About 50
people are living on Pitcairn, 34 of them are originally from Pitcairn. The residents are
descendants of the mutineers of the HMS Bounty.
In the year 1790, the crew of the Bounty mutinied. Captain Bligh and some crew
members were placed in a small boat and sent away. The vessel went back to Tahiti.
They took on some more crew members including women and sailed to Pitcairn. On
Pitcairn, they would start a new life. The Bounty was set on fire at the Bay of Pitcairn.
So, there is no longer any evidence.
You can still find a lot of history in museums from the Bounty and how the people
lived on Pitcairn in the past. They are the seventh generation. Most of the current
inhabitants can tell you nice stories about the past. It is one big family, everybody
knows each other. Via YouTube and the internet, you can find a lot of information.
There are no young people anymore on the Island. Nobody knows what will
happen to the people on Pitcairn in the coming years.
Sunday 11 February, it was time for departure. We started our journey from
Frankfurt via Los Angeles to French-Polynesia. Everything was fine until we arrived in
Tahiti, one suitcase was missing. The suitcase was still in Los Angeles and maybe it
would arrive with the flight next morning at 5am or in the evening 11pm. Luckily, we
had one additional day in Tahiti before our departure to Mangareva.
During that evening, we discussed what we could do if the suitcase didn’t arrive.
That night, I slept very badly. I was awake around 3am and started searching the
internet for some companies in Papeete to buy some equipment. In the morning
after breakfast, we went to the airport again. Walking to the office we saw our
suitcase standing on a trolley in front of the entrance. You can imagine what a big
relief that was for all of us. We learned a lot from this mistake. Next time we will
divide more equipment among all suitcases.
The rest of the day we behaved as tourists in Papeete Centre, visiting the market
and walking around the harbour. In the evening, we had a great dinner and a few
beers at a nice restaurant at the harbour. It would be a short night so we went to bed
early.
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Tuesday 6am we had to be at the airport for our flight to Mangareva. We were
still a few kilograms overweight. After some negotiation with the desk clerk we still
had to pay some money. But it was half of the first price he mentioned.
After a four hour flight, we arrived in Mangareva for a ferry to the main Island.
The supply vessel Claymore II was already there and waiting for us. At high tide,
around 5pm we left the harbour for a 32-hour trip to Pitcairn.

Luckily it was a very calm sea. Thursday night around 2am we arrived at Pitcairn.
At 8am a longboat came and took us to the island. There is no harbour for the
Claymore II or other ships to dock. The Claymore II was about 500m from the shore.
Andy our host drove us to his house by quad. A quad is a common transport
vehicle on the Island. Our two boxes where still on the vessel and had to be
unloaded. They expected that we would receive the boxes late afternoon or early
evening.
When we arrived at Andy’s house we first looked around and planned an antenna
layout. Then we started assembling the shack. Within an hour, we were ready and
had to wait for the boxes. It was wasted time. But then I had a great idea to build a
temporary dipole for 17m. So, a half hour later we were on the air on 17m. We were
very surprised about the performance, 59+ signals from Stateside!
We had two Elecraft K3/100 on the main stations, and an Elecraft K2/100 on the
spare station. Sometimes we had three stations running. One station had an Expert
1.3K amplifier and the secondary station a homemade 600w amplifier.
At the end of the afternoon Andy’s mother, Brenda brought the two boxes. We
still had two hours of daylight. So we focused on at least two additional verticals for
the first evening/night. It would be a big challenge because there was a very strong
wind of 70 km/hour. We had big problems erecting the first multi-band vertical for
10/15/20 meters. The top load was too heavy and the fibre mast broke in two places.
Luckily, we could repair it but we decided to place single band verticals for all band
instead of the multi-band verticals. We had enough fibre masts and coax cables. The
first night we had only a few antennas, but two stations were up and running.
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After breakfast, we started immediately with assembling the other antennas. We
decided to wait one more day for 160m and the beverages. At the end of the day all
the other antennas were ready including the Hex-beam on a 6m tower. The 80m
vertical worked perfectly. It had at least 20 radials 20m long. We received nice
reports from Europe S9 or sometimes even stronger. I was more surprised that we
were listening only on the vertical. The noise level was very low. That was one of the
advantages of there being no electricity on the Island after 10pm. We had the power
from a generator and there was no QRM on any band. One of the first days our
homemade amplifier broke down. We couldn’t repair it, luckily, we had a spare.
Saturday morning, we
assembled the 160m inverted-L
(18 m vertical supported by a
Spiderbeam fibre mast and 22m
horizontal). The vertical had
around 30 radials from 10 to
40m long - a total 1km of
aluminium wire.
The beverage was pointed to
Europe and North-America. It
was only 100m long. There was no way to make the beverage longer in that direction.
The beverage was partly across the road, but we extended the bamboo sticks and
dug the coax into the ground. Quads could safely drive on the road. Saturday evening
would be our first night for 160m. During this weekend, there was the ARRL DX CW
contest, so there was little chance of finding a clear spot on that band.
That evening, we also got some problems with the generator. The hose from the
water-cooling system was too hot and bent. The generator overheated and turned
off automatically. After fixing the cooling system we restarted the generator, but one
hour later it stopped again, and this time forever! We had to wait many hours before
the electricity on the Island was turned on again. So we went to bed until 6am. The
next day Andy arranged another generator.
All transport on the Island is by quad. We wanted to use a quad but for this we
had to pass the exam before we got our driver’s licence. First a written part, 12
questions (but we got another paper with the answers hi), after this “difficult”
examination we had to drive the quad. The only policeman on the Island was taking
this exam. This driving licence is also valid on Ducie, you never know for the future!
That evening we were active on 160m for the first time. But Murphy was
watching. The new generator gave S6 QRM. It was not possible to copy anything.
There was no problem on 80m so I went back to that band. The beverage was not
working on 80 and 160m, it was too short. The verticals performed much better. We
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noticed that there was no problem for 30 and 40m, the beverages worked extremely
well on those bands.
During that night, we had another
generator failure. It was leaking oil badly.
But within two hours the power was back
on the Island so we hadn’t been too long
off the air this time. Andy arranged
generator number #3. (I was very happy
that the generator broke because the
QRM on 160m was terrible).
During the day, we were active on all
bands and all modes. It didn’t matter
which band we were on, we always got a message “strong signal”. Our Hex-beam was
pointing to EU/NA and we didn’t turn it to another direction. Most of the time, this
beam was stronger than the verticals except on 10 and 12m. On those bands the
verticals were stronger.
I was very hopeful for the next night with the other generator. During that shift, I
was also connected to the ON4KST low-band chat to hear how my signal was on
160m (especially in Europe). For me it was a new experiment, because over the past
years I was never active on 160m from the Pacific with our main goal Europe. The
beverage wasn’t performing on 160m, the vertical was reasonably quiet. And no
QRM on Top Band from this generator, wow!
Very soon I worked the first Europeans with good signals. At the end of the first
night there were 93 QSOs in the log including 27 Europeans. Simultaneous
connection via the ON4KST chat is very helpful. But my golden rule is: the QSO must
be made by the radio and not by internet. If I don’t receive a confirmation the QSO is
not logged. The next day was the best evening/night with 172 QSO’s on 160m
including 50 Europeans.
This other generator was good and worked for a few days before Andy replaced it
by number #4. The reason for replacement was simple, it was not powerful enough
to keep the whole house running and it made a lot of noise. We were sure that a lot
of neighbours could hear the generator at night. But there was no QRM on 160m and
our beer was still cold.
During day-time, we tried to work on the highest band that was open. But we
were most of the time looking for Europe. Europe was number #38 on the most
wanted list and we are Europeans also. Approx. 2,000 QSO’s a day were made during
our activity. During the evening and night one station was mostly on 30m CW. If the
other station was not on Top Band it was switching between 40 and 80m.
If you are on a special Island with very interesting history I also like to see more
than just my radio, laptop and antennas. The Island is only 4.2km², so there is not
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much to see. But we have seen all the places of interest, if you take your time, you
can see it in less than three days hi!
Sometimes we were active with
only one radio during the day. The
other three operators were visiting
the Island for a few hours. It is still
vacation for us. But a lot of people
have different ideas. They ask the
most impossible things. They don’t
understand that it is a very hard job
to operate two stations for 24 hours
a day with just four operators. We
still must eat and sleep.
We visited the old commercial radio station, it is not active anymore. Also, the
club station VP6PAC was active from this location. At the radio station, there were
two big boxes of unanswered QSLs of VP6PAC. I assume nobody will answer these
cards. If you are waiting for this card, I doubt you get it confirmed. On the Island,
there are still two amateurs, VP6MW Meralda and VP6DB Dave. Both are inactive.
Meralda has no radio and Dave had no antenna.
After one week, the other homemade amplifier broke down. Hans tried to
combine the two broken amplifiers to get one working, bad luck! Dave heard this and
offered use of his Yaesu FL2100. It was on his desk, but hadn’t been used for many
years. We accepted his offer and used the amplifier until the last QSO. It was only
400-500 watts but great, always better than
100 watts.
Band/Mode breakdown

Band

PH

CW RTTY JT65 Total

664 0
160 4
2971 0
80 0
40 2174 2561 808
6057 254
30 0
20 1632 1446 0
17 1679 4250 263
15 3890 2063 1708
12 1714 2145 0
10 1460 1278 0
Totals 12553 23435 3033

0
0
0
13
0
0
0
0
0
13

668
2971
5543
6324
3078
6192
7661
3859
2738
39034

Total
%
1.7%
7.6%
14.2%
16.2%
7.9%
15.9%
19.6%
9.9%
7.0%

Andy told us that we had to pack the
two boxes on Tuesday (before departure on
Sunday) because it had to be checked and
sealed in the container by customs. This
was a big disappointment, we started the
discussion, but at the end we could only
extend it until Wednesday afternoon and
no later. We decided to leave a lot of
equipment on the Island instead of packing
it in the boxes. Our main goal was to be
active until Sunday morning on most of the
bands.

We took down the Hex-beam, 160m vertical and two fibre masts. We still had
vertical or dipole antennas for 10-80m. We tried to fill the boxes with all kind of
unnecessary equipment like, tools, the Stockcorner RX Splitter and RX bandpass
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filters for 40, 80 and 160m, KD9SV pre-amp, both broken home-made amplifiers and
a lot of coax-cables.

Erno
DJ9HX

Hans
DL6JGN

Andy

Ronald
PA3EWP

Uwe
DK2AMM

For Dave, we left a complete vertical for 40m including a 12-meter fibre mast with
all guy wires, guy anchors and 50m coax. We offered to install it at his place and test
if it was working fine, but it was not necessary. We hope that he will be active again
very soon.
At the club station, we left the 18m
Spiderbeam mast (sponsored by EUDXF),
two 10m fibre masts, a 12m fibre mast,
1,600m of aluminium wire for radials
and/or beverages. The aluminium wires left
by VP6T (2012) were also still available. We
had used these wires for our 160m vertical.
We told Dave that if he needed more
antennas/mast that he could use it. Our
host Andy has a complete overview of all
the equipment left at the radio station.
I was active on 160m for six more nights although on these nights I didn’t make
many QSO’s. But these QSO’s were very appreciated, for many it was a new one on
that band. I noticed that there were not many Japanese stations in the 160m log, I
had expected many more. The last two days, I focused on JA. I had received some
requests from UA4’s and from Nodir EY8MM, during my sunrise. During the last
sunrise, I worked many JA’s, 2 UA4’s and EY8MM. On 160m I called many stations for
minutes, but I never heard them again. And my golden rule continues: If I don’t get a
confirmation, you are not in the log. In total I made 673 QSO’s on Top Band of which
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246 were Europeans. I was very satisfied with this score for six nights. In total, we
worked 39,048 QSO’s in 18 days with nearly 28% Europe. The team consisted of five
operators instead of four. Our host Andy was very valuable for the team. Without
him we could never have made this result.
Sunday 5 March, it was time to leave. One station was running until the
afternoon. We participated in the ARRL DX SSB Contest, but we worked everybody
that was calling us, not only Americans and Canadians.
Around 3pm we went to the landing point and one hour later, after saying
goodbye to the locals, we left the Island by long boat. Because of the strong wind,
the Claymore II was on the other side of the Island, 1km away. Around 4.30pm we
said goodbye to the crew of the long boat and sailed to the ‘habited’ world. We had
more than 32 hours to sail, the sea was not so calm but we survived. The next day I
slept for maybe 16 hours.
Tuesday morning around 2am we were in Mangareva. Before the ferry boat left
the Island for the airport we had a nice walk after breakfast. Everything went very
smoothly and around 5pm we were in our hotel in Papeete. A quick shower, a great
dinner, a few beers and a good night’s sleep (without the noise of a generator or ship
engine).
The next two days we were normal tourists on the Island. We made a tour
through the crater, an Island tour and visited some tourist attractions including a nice
botanic garden. Thursday evening 11.55pm, time to fly back to Frankfurt via LA. After
repacking in Frankfurt and saying goodbye to the rest of the team, I flew on to
Amsterdam. Saturday afternoon around 4pm I was at home after four week holiday.
On our way-back we discussed some new destinations for the beginning of 2018.
The coming months we will start working on it. No, we are not going to Ducie - that is
a few miles too far for us - even if my driver’s licence is still valid on that island.
Pitcairn, one of the Islands I will never forget.
Continent By Band
Band 160 80

40

30

20

17

15

12

10

Total Total %

AF

2

9

25

33

23

27

57

41

27

244

0.6%

AN

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0.0%

AS

55 747 2002 1637 371 1182 813 910 381 8098

EU

245 897 1695 2967 1086 1927 1846 110 4

NA

338 1202 1470 1438 1355 2807 4612 2514 2069 17805 45.6%

OC

22 68

191 132 34

SA

6

160 117 208 184 314 269 247 1553

48

65

19

15

10

20.7%

10777 27.6%
556

1.4%
4.0%

Totals 668 2971 5543 6324 3078 6192 7661 3859 2738 39034
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H44GC & H40GC DXPEDITION 2016
STAN VATEV, LZ1GC

Solomon Islands (H44) consists of six major islands and over 900 smaller islands,
lying to the east of Papua New Guinea and northwest of Vanuatu and covering a land
area of 28,400 square kilometres. The country's capital, Honiara is located on the
Island of Guadalcanal.
Temotu Province (H40) is the Easternmost province of the Solomon Islands. The
province was formerly known as Santa Cruz Islands Province. It consists, essentially of
two chains of islands that run parallel to each other from the northwest to the
southeast. Its area is 895 square kilometres. The provincial capital is Lata, located on
Nendo Isl., the largest and most important of the Santa Cruz Islands.
The Solomons were originally one DXCC entity. But Temotu province became a
separate DXCC country as a result of rule modernisation in 1998. The previous island
separation criteria of 225 miles was metricised which would have equated to 362km
but was rounded down to 350km allowing Temotu to be recognised as a separate
entity. At the same time, and for the same reason, Swan Island (KH8) also qualified to
be regarded as separate.
During a stay in hospital after my
T2GC DXpedition in 2015, I began to
research the potential for a trip to these
two countries. I’m very grateful to Sigi –
DL7DF and Frank – DL7UFR who were
able to provide a lot of useful information
from their DXpeditions in 2013 (H44G and
H40T).

a.k.a Temotu

I based travel plans on my previous
experiences in the Pacific area. There are
several routes to these islands but I decided to use one that, for the most part, I had
used before. This would take me from Sofia to Honiara via Frankfurt, Seoul and Fiji –
plus a later flight to Lata in Temotu province.
In February 2016, Emil – DL8JJ came in on the plans for the first stage of part of
the DXpedition – H44 which would be his first expedition to the Pacific area. The
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application for the H44GC and H40GC licences took me almost two months. The time
difference between Bulgaria and the Solomons made contact with the
Telecommunications Commission very difficult. I was fortunate is getting a lot of
assistance from Olga – LZ1QG who has lived with her family in Sydney since 1995. I
eventually received the two licences in June 2016. During this time, Emil and I
completed the travel planning and bought our air tickets.
We divided the acquisition of all the equipment. Emil contracted with
Spiderbeam, Wimo Lid, Difona Communicaiton and Kush Ltd for 150m coaxial cable,
12m and 18m fiberglass poles, a Flex 6300 transceiver and a Hexbeam from G3TXQ.
I was committed to provide two amplifiers – an ACOM 1011 and an ACOM 600S
provided by ACOM’s owner, Vasko – LZ1JK. His colleagues Val – LZ1VB and Stan –
LZ1IU helped with the testing of the equipment and software setup that we would
use. I also organised a multiband GP antenna that would cover 40 to 10m, including
the WARC bands and a GP antenna for 160 and 80m.
By the beginning of September, we felt well prepared for our journey to the
Pacific and were ready to pack our luggage.
We departed from Frankfurt with Korean
Air for an eleven hour flight to Seoul where
we arrived in the afternoon of September
22nd to be met by the business partner of
my good friend Aves Kang – DS2AGH. There
was a warm welcome on his part, a delicious
lunch and conversation and a pleasant seven
hour stopover in Seoul before it was time for
our next leg to Fiji.
Another eleven hour flight took us to
Nadi in Fiji where we hired a taxi, loaded in
our 100kg of luggage and headed to the
Travellers hotel where we had a reservation for the night and some much needed
rest.
The next morning - September 24th, we arrived at the airport three hours ahead
of our flight time to Honiara only to find that there would be a five hour delay. The
four hour flight from Fiji eventually landed us in the Solomons at 9pm local time.
Then it was time for customs! Seeing our baggage that included two heavy boxes
with the amplifiers, three transceivers, a long case with the Spiderbeam and
fibreglass poles, the head of the customs officers demanded a US$300 deposit
guarantee. They told us that the money would be returned when we left the Islands.
It was clear to us that this was unlikely to happen so we insisted that they give us a
paper receipt with an explanation of what the “deposit” was for. And then, the next
absurdity. We asked one of the customs officers where we could get a taxi. He took
off his jacket and said “I’m taxi and will drive you!” So the customs officer,
transformed into a taxi driver, drove us in his private car at double the usual rate, to
the Guesthouse Honiara, where we had our reservation to 3rd October.
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It was 10pm local time before we
eventually arrived at the guesthouse. Having
unloaded the luggage, we immediately set to
assemble and install the Hexbeam – even
before seeing our room! Then we quickly
assembled the first station consisting of the
Flex 6300 and the Acom 600S. Emil was quickly
on the air with H44GC in the CQWW RTTY
Contest with the first contact in the log being
with JE1LFX at 1433 GMT. But propagation was
very bad and by the morning, we had made
only 20 QSOs.
As sunrise approached, I left Emil on 20m
CW and started assembling the multiband GP
for 10 - 40m and it was soon lifted into
position. The second station of a TS-480SAT and Acom 1011 was set up and I checked
the SWR of all vertical. All looked good and I opened up on 17m, soon generating a
big pile-up.

After a few hours of operating, I had to go outside in the intense heat – over 45C and, with help from our local assistant Peter, raise and guy the 18m fibreglass pole
for the 80/160m antenna. Having connected the coax and adjusted the tuning box, I
was pleased to find a SWR of 1.0 on both bands.
From September 24th to October 3rd, H44GC worked all bands with the two
stations on CW, SSB and RTTY. Although propagation was extremely poor, we slept
no more than 2-3 hours a day and were able to total 16,216 QSOs.
During our stay in Honiara, I will remember the islands for its friendly people and
heavy traffic congestion in the middle of town! As with C21GC, one of the few
problems came from stray dogs that showed great appetite for wire antennas and
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coaxial cable. Throughout our stay, we had the full support of Mrs. Sarah and Mr
Peter, the management of the Guesthouse Honiara.
By the morning of October 4th, everything was dismantled and packed in
preparation for my move to Temotu Province (H40) and for Emil’s return to
Frankfurt.
Onward to Nendo Island
The flight from Honiara to Lata on Nendo Island was two hours late and landed on
the large meadow, which forms the local airport, at 3.30pm local time. Arriving in the
hottest part of the day, the heat was indescribable. The first thing that impressed me
was that there seemed to be more greeters than arriving passengers! Being a
domestic flight, there was no passport control or baggage checking – you just took
your bags and went.
With my 70kg of luggage, I took the only taxi to the Lata motel where I was
greeted by Jenifer, wife of Lionel – owner of the motel. She had been expecting me
and knew exactly what was required. It turned out that the Lata motel had been used
by other hams in the past including DK9HN (H40FN in 2011) and a group led by Sigi –
DL7DF (H40T) in 2013.
Although there were only three hours to sunset, I started work immediately on
the antennas and explained to Jenifer that I would need the help of one or two locals.
There was limited space for antennas but enough for the 160/80m vertical and the
multiband GP for 40-10m. Soon, three boys, almost of the same age, appeared who
turned out to be the sons of Jenifer and Lionel – all anxious to help!
While getting the mast, guys and radials
ready, I explained what I was doing. They
listened with interest and proved to be very
helpful. They even called a friend with a
boat and were able to locate two radials in
the salt water diving in to fix the them to
rocks. By dark, the 160/80m vertical was in
place but the HF GP would wait until
tomorrow.
Having set up the TS-480SAT and the
Acom 1011, I checked the antennas were all
working and put out a CQ on 80m. By this time, I was very tired after all the sleepless
nights of the H44 activity and I desperately needed some rest. So after about ten
QSOs, I grabbed three hours sleep.
Returning to the bands, I soon had a big pile-up on 17m even on the 160/80m
vertical. For the next two days, I operated almost continually covering all bands and it
was not until my 3rd day in Temotu that I found time to put up the multiband vertical
with the help of the boys.
During the next ten days, even though propagation was generally poor, I found I
was averaging 1,700 to 1,800 QSOs each day despite some problems with the
electricity supply. During the power outages, I took the opportunity to explore the
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town. I met teachers at the local school, went to the local Telecom and Post Office,
the only hospital on the island plus the Government building, the Police station and
the open market.
By the time H40GC went QRT early on
October 18th there was a total of 18,448 QSOs
on CW, RTTY and SSB covering all bands 160 –
10m. The flight back to Honiara was at 12.30
local the same day so I only had six hours to
dismantle the antennas and finish packing.
But when we got to the airport, we found
that there would be no flight that day and
there might not be one for another few days!
I thought about putting H40GC back on the air but the electricity was off and we
received a call that there would be a flight at 13.30 local the next day. So I was back
at the Guesthouse Honiara on October 19th with three days before my flight back to
Bulgaria. It was already late afternoon so I quickly assembled and installed one of the
verticals and started work on 80m. Fortunately, propagation had improved and by
the time I finished, H44GC had 18,306 QSOs in the log.
I arrived home on October 27th having been away for 38 days. I was very, very
tired but happy that I had coped with all of the problems and provided a new one for
many hams.
Thanks to all my sponsors, Club Log and personally to Michael (G7VJR), Acom Ltd,
DX News.com, Spiderbeam, Gold Print Service and others! To all, who supported us THANK YOU!

TUVALU 2017

JACEK MARCZEWSKI, SP5EAQ/T2AQ & MAREK NIEDZIELSKI, SP7DQR/T2QR

We started to plan this DXpedition in late spring 2016. After several enquiries we
decided on Tuvalu T2. John Mitton KK7L, who activated T2 several times, provided us
a lot of tips and helped to get licences and import permits concerning our rigs as was
requested by 3D2 customs (even in transit). It was the most vital help, as Tuvalu has
only one hotel and due to change of its owner it was hard to get any feedback. Since
John has several good friends in T2 and 3D2 we got all paperwork done in time
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including hotel reservation and licences - T2AQ for Jacek SP5EAQ and T2QR for Marek
SP7DQR (who kindly agreed to serve as a QSL manager). As it turned out, Funafuti
Lagoon Hotel formerly known as Vaiaku Lagi Hotel (namely its room 108) hosted
nearly all T2 DXpeditions over the past years. The atoll is densely inhabited and does
not provide too many options for suitable accommodation.
Tuvalu is a small country, with a population of 10,000, spread across several atolls
and islands, some 1000 km north of Fiji. There is only one reasonable way to get
there - by a plane from Suva. Logistics turned out to be complicated due to a
significant amount of luggage. We had to take over 90kg, including only 5kg of
personal belongings for each of us. Moreover, we had to include stopovers in Suva in
our plans, to accommodate eventual delay in baggage delivery. We took two
transceivers, filters, some antenna materials including three masts, a homemade
antenna tuner aimed for 80m, and two transistor PAs. We planned to use a set of
vertical antennas supported by three fiberglass poles and (eventually) hanging from
trees.
We left Warsaw on the 8th of March 2017. Upon arrival at Suva we learned that
our stuff arrived intact and we had a few days to recover after three-day flights
(Warsaw-Dubai-Bangkok-Sydney-Nadi-Suva). We paid a nice visit to Tony 3D2AG
helping him in some preparations of his next activation of Rotuma. Finally, we
departed from Suva early morning on 14th March. After a 2-hour flight we landed at
Funafuti atoll. We were met at the airport by Tili T2AT, the good friend of John. He
provided us with some additional coax to be more flexible with our antenna
installations and helped us a lot in several everyday issues. The only drawback of our
QTH was the very limited space, practically eliminating the TopBand activation. The
same day, we installed our verticals (some with elevated radials, others in the form of
vertical dipoles with suitable matching units) covering 40 to 17m. However, due to
mutual interference, we were unable to use some antenna combinations at the same
time.
At the beginning, the SSB European pile-ups were significant on 20m and 17m but
these good openings lasted only a few days. The relatively good QSO rate had been
obtained also on 40 and 30m. Jacek T2AQ was operating exclusively SSB and Marek
T2QR digi modes (including slow but reliable JT-65) and CW. While in the first days
Marek worked mostly RTTY, he realized soon that, as conditions dropped down, that
CW became a fruitful (however tiresome) option. Unfortunately, the propagation
into Europe on the higher bands became after a few days like a disaster. The highly
demanded 10 and 12m bands turned out to be completely closed in any direction
(except for one short 12m opening toward JA a few days before our QRT). At the
same time JA stations enjoyed several hours of openings on 20 and 17m. During the
second week, we were happy to log several EU QSOs on 20 and 40m including Jacek’s
entry into CQ WPX Contest on 20 meters. Most EU stations were barely readable at
T2 though. During the third week for a few days we stopped hearing EU stations at
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all. The 40m vertical mounted on a Spiderbeam mast had been removed and
replaced after two weeks by 80m one with a top hat and two elevated radials
mounted on a 15m DX-wire mast. 80m was used only on CW but the propagation at
our gray line was sporadic and rarely reaching Europe. Just before our QRT conditions
toward EU improved on 20m but it was too late to change our overall impression that
2017 was not favorable for DXing.
We made almost ten thousand CW/digi/SSB QSOs during our stay in Tuvalu. We
would like to thank all our sponsors and donors that helped us to cover some extra
expenses. The help of KK7L and T2AT concerning local arrangements was priceless.
This was 'a suitcase DXpedition' and we tried to activate T2 on as many HF bands as
possible.

WRTC 2018

DAVE LAWLEY G4BUO, UK AMBASSADOR FOR WRTC-2018

Most CDXC members will have heard of the World
Radiosport Team Championships, which can be thought of as
the Olympics of amateur radio contesting. I was fortunate to be
on the UK team together with G3YDV at the first such
competition in Seattle in 1990. Since then, I have competed in
WRTC on behalf of the UK in Slovenia in 1990, and Moscow in
2010. I’ve also attended as one of the on-site referees in Helsinki
in 2002, and Boston in 2014.

So far, WRTC has been hosted three times in the US, three times in Europe and
once in Brazil. The logistical challenges of hosting sixty plus stations Field Day style
and enabling them to compete on the legendary ‘level playing field’ are considerable.
From time to time I have been asked
whether I thought the UK could host
a WRTC, and given the huge
challenge it presents I have always
answered no. Indeed, I have usually
pointed out that the Germans with
their fabled organisational ability
have not done it, so how could we in
Mark – M0DXR and Olaf –
G0CKV operated as K1V in
the UK?
th
the 2014 WRTC coming 10
out of the 59 participating
teams. Behind them is their
referee, N5AW

Well now, the Germans have
stepped up to the challenge and
undertaken to organise the next
WRTC which will take place during
July 2018 in an area around Wittenberg to the south of Berlin. A great deal of work
has been done by the organising committee but they need a lot of help from hams
around the world to make the event a success.
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There is a need for sponsorship especially in the form of cash, but also ‘in kind’.
This is an appeal to CDXC members to consider making a contribution, which can
easily be done by visiting the WRTC web site www.wrtc2018.de Follow the links to
Sponsors-Individuals and you will see our own Peter G3RZP is listed as the leading
sponsor so far from the UK; can someone knock him off his perch? [CDXC members
will be able to make donations via the Club website].There are some other G sponsors
lower down but the numbers are dwarfed by the volume of contributions from DLs,
who have responded magnificently. There have also been a large number of
contributions from the US.
Individual donors are also able to credit their contributions to a club, and CDXC is
currently lying in 68th place – we can do much better than that! Make sure to
nominate CDXC when you make a contribution. The organisers have also set up a
scheme whereby donations of €100 or above receive a colourful WRTC tile. These can
be seen to the right of the Individual Donor page. I have the red tile for 2016, but
donations can be credited retrospectively so by contributing €300 between now and
July 2018 you can gain all three tiles for the shack wall – they measure approximately
10cm².
As the charity appeals always say, please consider making a donation, however
large or small, to help this worthwhile cause. Personally I would like to see much
more G representation among the list of Individual sponsors, and also contributions
from organisations or businesses within the UK. Do get in touch with me if you’d like
more information about how organisations can contribute.
Award chasers can also work for the WWQR Award which is given for contacts
with all 29 WRTC qualification regions. The modest fee for attaining the award helps
to swell the WRTC-2018 coffers. At the time of writing approximately 55% of the
target budget has been reached by donation.
As in previous WRTCs, the event itself is a great experience and gives a chance to
mingle with some of the world’s top contesters. It may be that helpers and
volunteers will be drawn from other European countries though it would help if you
are able to speak some German. But in any case, you don’t need to have a formal role
to come to WRTC – spectators have always been welcome, though it can sometimes
be hard to secure accommodation if you don’t have an official role.
My role at the moment is as ‘UK Ambassador’ for WRTC 2018. Of course helping
with fund-raising is a major part of my role and I may also play a part in co-ordinating
volunteers nearer the time but if you have any questions, by all means get in touch
by emailing dave@g4buo.com. There is more than a year to go until the competition
itself, but please dig deep and make a contribution now if you are able, so that the
organisers can get some assurance that they can meet the budget for this event. And
put the weekend 14-15 July 2018 into your diaries!

WRTC 2018 introductory video
https://player.vimeo.com/video/213035703?autoplay=1&quality=1080p
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A VOICE FROM THE PAST
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY

A very interesting link with the early years appeared recently. Martti Laine –
OH2BH, published on-line an interview that he conducted with Don Miller – W9WNV.
Miller is the sole survivor of a group of notable DXpeditioners that appeared on the
bands during the 1960s and 70s.[1]

To those of us who cut our DXing teeth during those years, it was a very different
world. This was all long before the appearance of packet clusters, skimmers, LoTW,
split-frequency working, instant QSO confirmation and even computers! For
DXpedition intelligence, we relied on the Geoff Watts Newssheet, personal band
monitoring, telephone calls and a rudimentary 2m voice alerting network.
DXpeditions were also very different. They were not the big organised ventures of
today. They were usually just a small number of people on shoestring budgets, using
paper logging with an expectation of five to ten thousand QSOs. However could we
aspire to a #1 DXCC Honor Roll spot? But many did achieve it!
The world of DXpeditions
Danny Weil, VP2VB
was one of the first
to appear on the
bands from multiple
DX spots in the
Caribbean and
Pacific travelling on
the yacht Yasme
which led to the formation of the Yasme Foundation.
Danny was active between 1955 and 1963 and activated
around 30 entities losing two of his yachts in the
process.
Lloyd and Iris Colvin –
W6KG and W6QL – perhaps
qualify as the greatest DXers
all time. During a 20 year period from the mid-60s, they
visited 223 countries and operated from over half of them
under the flag of the Yasme Foundation.
The history of Yasme, written by Jim Cain, K1TN was
first published in 2003. It is still available and well worth
reading for the insight it gives into the organisation and
politics that surrounded these operations. [2]
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W6KG & W6QL Photo: Dokufunk

In the early 1960s, the Federations of French
Equatorial Africa and French West Africa were
dismantled and became, almost overnight,
fourteen new DXCC countries. Dick McKercher –
W0MLY, was quickly on the scene, supported by
the Yasme Foundation. During June and July 1962,
he activated eight of these new entities. The story
of this intense journey was covered in CQ
Magazine and is available on the web. [3]
W0MLY Photo : Dokufunk

Gus Browning –
W4BPD, conducted three extended DXpeditions between
1962 and 1970 operating from around 60 DXCC entities.
Many of these were rare and semi-rare spots in the
Indian Ocean and from spots in Asia such as Bhutan,
Sikkim and Tibet. In the Indian Ocean, he provided many
with what are now deleted countries such as Geyser Reef
and Blenheim Reef.
There is a good cross-reference to all of his operations
on the K8CX Ham Gallery. [4]

Gus Browning – W4BPD (left)
with Stu Meyer – W2GHK

Manyl of these early DXpeditioners attracted a greater or lesser degree of
controversy. The management of DXCC at ARRL Headquarters was not always totally
transparent. The factors surrounding decisions on the validity of particular operations
or recognition of new entities were often somewhat difficult to understand. Hamradio politics were always close to the surface.
By a clear lead, the most controversial of these figures was
Don Miller, W9WNV. By any measure, Miller was an
outstanding contester and DX operator. He first appeared on
the bands during his time as a medical doctor with US Forces in
Korea where he was HL9KH.
Leaving the services, he embarked on what amounted to a
three-year DXpedition up to 1968. He activated some 60 spots,
Photo : K8CX Ham Gallery
mainly in the Pacific and Indian ocean areas. These included
places where amateur radio had not been authorised up to that point, and remote
islands and reefs where there had been no previous activity. Many were then
accepted as new DXCC entities.
Inevitably, his operations became surrounded by controversy. Was he where he
actually claimed to be? In those days, the validation of DX operations by ARRL’s DXCC
desk was very thin and the ‘honesty’ of the DXpeditioner was generally accepted.
There were many questions over ‘paid for’ QSOs and paid for cards, especially for
those towards the top of the DXCC Honor Roll.
In 1967, he toured many of the US DX Clubs lecturing on his DXpedition activities.
He was lauded for his contributions to the DX scene. But the questioning voices grew
louder and louder until the ARRL decided to take a closer look and disallowed some
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of his operations. Hugh Cassidy – WA6AUD, sometime Editor of the West Coast DX
Bulletin published, in 1994, his rememberances of the Don Miller story in the DXer –
the bulletin of NCDXF. Those who were around at that time (including your Editor!)
would recognise this as a very full and well-balanced account of the issues. [5, 6, 7].
All this may seem to be ancient history and Don Miller tends to be remembered
for issues associated with his personal life. But it forced the ARRL to restructure the
management of the DXCC program towards what we see today. So it was particularly
interesting to see the story brought up to date by the interview with OH2BH [1] all
bringing into focus our understanding of how the DXCC world developed.

[1] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut1RAGMlFQ8&list=PLX35WB7yZj3dKSMjLM6NV8_U-Ggvjo2-Y
[2] http://www.yasme.org/the-yasme-book/
[3] http://dokufunk.org/upload/w0mly.pdf
[4] http://hamgallery.com/qsl/browning.htm
[5] http://www.ncdxc.org/newsletter/1994/dxer0694.pdf
[6] http://www.ncdxc.org/newsletter/1994/dxer0794.pdf
[7] http://www.k6qqq.com/the-don-miller-story-as-told-by-hugh-cassidy-wa6aud/
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POINT OF VIEW

BOB LOCHER, W9KNI - THOUGHTS ON SPOTTING

It would appear that the topic of Self-Spotting is about to get heated up. Rumour
has it that a number of stations are about to be disqualified from a major contest for
violating that contest’s rule against self-spotting.
Fair enough. The rules are clear. And, Self-Spotting is something an alert contest
committee can catch, unlike excessive power use, even though some self-spotters
use subterfuge trying to conceal their effort.
Sadly, some “Codes of Ethics” now are proposing that all self-spotting is at the
least an immoral activity. I suggest this is wrong. Outside a contest environment, SelfSpotting, at least by relatively rare stations, can be very useful to everyone. If ET3GG
comes on the air, for he or she to self-spot can notify the DXing fraternity of that
station’s availability far more quickly and effectively than a CQ would. If they are on
CW or RTTY, and have a decent signal, one CQ will get picked up by skimmers and
that will do the job, But if they are on SSB, or have a weak signal, self-spotting will
carry the mail. If conditions are poor, a common occurrence these days, the self-spot
will certainly result in more QSO’s than a plaintive CQ that goes unanswered.
Even for common DX stations, there are times when a self-spot is a useful tool.
For example, if I am on 40m at 2am local time, I know from experience that the 40m
band is virtually dead on the American West Coast - except for loud fisherman pirates
speaking a very different language and clearly from far away. This means that in fact
the band is open, but no one is on it So, if I - a common American station - spot
myself and call CQ, I will almost surely get some calls, and get some activity on the
band. The skimmers will not spot me because my country is not rare. So surely selfspotting here is a good thing?
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Is there a down side to self-spotting outside the contest framework? Yes - I do see
one. It penalizes the DXer who patiently tunes the bands looking for a new one,
especially if he or she is a QRP station. Their chance of snatching out a rare one
before the hordes arrive is significantly reduced. That said, I think self-spotting in
non-contest operation can be a useful technique.
Unfortunately, spotting can be and is too widely used as a form of bragging. “Look
at me, look at me, look what I worked, all ye lesser mortals.” Often, when a rare DX
station gets spotted, a great many of the stations who work him spot him after their
QSO. Their spot is just like the last eight spots - same frequency, worked from the
same area. The spot from such stations adds absolutely no new information except to
tell the world that the spotter has a badly inflated ego. It seems reasonable to
suggest that spots should not be made unless they add new information. “Waving
the Bloody Scalp” serves no purpose and only distracts other people seeking a QSO
and wasting spotting bandwidth.
Unfortunately, the worst perpetrators of this practice are unlikely to read these
words.
It is your commentator’s view that spotting has a definite geographical bias. There
is a huge amount of spotting around the northern Atlantic rim. Much of it is related
to conventional DXCC type contacts, but IOTA users, SOTA and other operating
activities also use spotting.
But in other parts of the world, use of spotting is considerably reduced. Pacific
Rim stations are much less likely to spot DX. Also, some language groups maintain
spotting nets for their own members that import spots from the international
spotting network, but do not export spots from their own users that would certainly
be of interest to other DXers. This can only be considered a violation of the Amateur
Spirit.
If you use spotting as a tool for your operating, you incur a moral obligation to
contribute. If you find a relatively rare DX station that is otherwise unreported or
even a common one for whom the spotting information offers value - such as an
unusual path opening - you should make the spot. But please, only do so when it
truly adds information for the community - not just as an exercise to tell everyone
how great you are.
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IN THE DX WINDOW
NIGEL CAWTHORNE, G3TXF

Operating the 80th BERU from Mauritius : 3B8/G3TXF

This year was the occasion of the 80th BERU (Commonwealth
Contest), which is claimed to be the world’s longest running contest.
Getting a 3B8 visitor licence is quite possible even though Mauritius
is not yet CEPT (although gradual moves in this direction are being
made locally). The current system for applying for a temporary
licence in Mauritius is very much in the old fashioned style with
loads of detail and paper-work required. I even included a copy of my December
1964 RAE Pass Certificate. The licence application can also take many months
because the application is passed around various departments apart from the
licensing authority (ICTA) itself. Although I left my application to just a few weeks
before my departure, the 3B8/G3TXF visitor’s licence was issued by the ICTA during
our stay. I am grateful to both Olof G0CKV (who has operated in Mauritius several
times in recent years) and to local resident Clive 3B8CW for their assistance with my
getting the visitor’s licence for use during the BERU trip.
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Mauritius is a great place to operate from but is too far from the main centres of
BERU activity (i.e. the UK and VE) for making a big score. However it was nice to be
able to work many more VK6s than I would usually do from other locations! This was
G3TXF’s eleventh overseas DX-trip specifically to take part in BERU.
The DXCC Challenge climb gets harder
For those endeavouring to climb up the DXCC Challenge tables, there was more
bad news in April with the deletion of two more DXCC entities. This time it’s Midway
KH4 and Kure KH7K that have been deleted. It’s only about one year ago that
Kingman KH5K also got the chop. We’re now down to 337 for a DXCC full-house.
For Challenge-table chasers, the deletion of entities affects us in two ways. Firstly
the obvious one: your Challenge score is reduced by however many band-slots you
had been lucky enough to make with KH4 and KH7K. However there is a more subtle
impact, because the deletion also reduces the size of the ‘pool’ of unworked bandslots from which you need to find possible new band-slots. Prior to the deletion of
KH4/KH7K, G3TXF had a pool of 237 “unworked band-slots” left (on the nine HF
bands, i.e. excluding 6m). However following the two most recent deletions, the total
number of “unworked band-slots” (across nine bands) has reduced to 226.
Consequently the percentage of this “unworked band-slot pool” that still needs to be
worked to achieve the magic “3,000” has now increased from 28% to 33%. The DXCC
Challenge climb has just got quite a bit steeper!
The current DXCC Challenge listing at 21st April 2017
includes just eight UK calls:
3120 G3KMA

3017 G3XTT

3103 G0JHC

3011 G4CCZ

3074 G4BWP

3007 GM3POI

3044 GM3YTS

3002 G4PWA

While checking in at the recent well-attended GMDX Convention Gavin GM0GAV
cheerily mentioned, “Did you know they’ve just deleted KH4 Midway and KH7K
Kure?” With the Convention being held on April 1st, the first reaction was that this
was some sort of GMDX April Fool. Oh no, sadly not. It was true.
OQRS for Direct QSLs: the opposite view
On several occasions I have argued here that OQRS is the only sensible way to
request a Direct QSL. The positive benefits are: speed - it’s quicker, cost – it’s
cheaper, ease – it’s easier (no piles of letters for the recipient to open and $-bills or
IRCs to deal with). However long-time CDXC Member and active DXer Gregg VE3ZZ
(G4RTO) wrote recently (with his in-the-mail Direct request for a 3B8/G3TXF card) to
mention his own concern in using OQRS for Direct QSLing and that is: PayPal.
Gregg VE3ZZ says that there are those who have “had a less than pleasant
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experience with PayPal” and who are therefore wary of using PayPal again. Touch
wood, G3TXF has never yet had any problems with PayPal (after many thousands of
incoming OQRS payments), but can fully understand the reluctance to use PayPal by
those who have had such problems.
Fortunately the bulk of Direct QSL requests do now come through OQRS rather
than through the letter-box. By mid-April 1,420 outgoing QSL letters for the October
2016 ZL7G DXpedition had been posted. But only 180 incoming letters requesting
ZL7G cards had been received through the letter-box. All other Direct QSL requests
had come through OQRS.
As usual G3TXF will continue to respond to all requests for QSLs, no matter
whether they come through the post or through OQRS, recognising that, as Gregg
VE3ZZ has high-lighted, there can indeed be genuine grounds for being reluctant to
use OQRS.
However Gregg VE3ZZ also says that he does use OQRS to request Bureau cards.
Interestingly he adds the comment that “in my 40 years as a ham, I had rarely sent
for cards via the Bureau”. Yes, OQRS has made it so much easier to request a Bureau
QSL, without having to send a card through the Bureau. This is another huge
improvement (i.e. in effect “one-way Bureau QSLing”) made possible by OQRS. If only
we could get that message through to those DXers (particularly in DL and JA) who still
insist on sending cards through the Bureau in order to request a DXpedition QSL.
Stop it, please … only use OQRS to request your Bureau DXpedition card!
A new angle on “Remote” : Remote SWLs!
There’s no shortage of discussion on the impact (both good and bad) of the
various forms of “Remote” on DXing. However I have just stumbled across a new
version of Remote: SWLs submitting SWL Reports where they have clearly been using
a Remote Receiver.
One enterprising Dutch SWL sent SWL cards for E6GG reporting accurately a
string of our SSB QSOs with Asian stations on 10m SSB between 02z and 03z. Nice try.
There’s no way that E6GG on Niue (in the middle of the Pacific) was being heard in
the Netherlands on 10m at that time, other than on a Remote Receiver. So what to
do? Like many of us, G3TXF started life as an SWL and is always happy to respond to
all SWL Reports, however ropey (and in practice, totally useless) they might be. But
what about SWL Reports which are clearly based on the use of a Remote Receiver
located far away in another continent? That’s something different.
In this instance I have returned the Dutch SWL cards to the VERON Bureau
marked “Sorry, but you were obviously using a Remote Receiver far away from the
Netherlands”. Undoubtedly this Dutch SWL did “hear” us. His list of reported callsigns worked was long and detailed. But did he merit an E6GG QSL for his Remote
Receiving efforts? This QSL Manager thinks not.
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THE CONTEST WORLD
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
BERU 2017

UK entities.

The Commonwealth Contest again attracted a good entry – 311
logs received by the closing date. In recent years, good publicity has
seen the total entry steadily increasing. This year, there was
additional interest from the RSGB HQ stations located in each of the

Overseas travellers added to the available bonus points – 9G5X (M0PCB),
3B8/G3TXF, E51TKA (M1TKA), C4I (G3UFY), V31GX (G4SGX), VY2GQ (G3LET), ZD8RH
(G4DBW), 8P9IF (G3PJT).
HF Contest Committee News
In February, HFCC launched a survey to obtain views to help in formulating
decisions on rules for RSGB Contests during Autumn 2017. 180 responses were
received and the results of their deliberations were published during April.
Autumn Series – These new events will run from September to November with SSB,
CW and Data sections. The rules have yet to be announced but will be similar to the
80m CC sessions although the HFCC Calendar suggests they will be only 60 minutes in
place of the 90 minutes of 80m CCs. The somewhat controversial short log
submission times will be introduced starting with a three-day period, reducing to two
and then one-day as the season progresses. There have been many objections to the
practice of “warming up a frequency” before the start – so transmission will be
prohibited for two minutes before the start of each event.
DX Contest – The 2016 DX Contest was something of a non-event due to poor
participation and clashes with other events. However, HFCC have announced a
similar contest to run on 8th October with much the same rules but extended to cover
all five bands 80-10m. The Contest will be 18 hours with an optional 12 hour section.
AFS – The January 2018 series will include a Data contest that will include RTTY and
PSK63.
CQWW Contests
Back in those distant days of my early contesting, CQWW was, as it remains, the
premier event of the calendar. Each year, there would be a friendly “local”
competition for a high place in the European table between myself, as G3MXJ, Al
Slater – G3FXB and others such as Leif – OZ1LO. Final published scores were not poles
apart and the differences fairly represented the gaps in accumulated expertise and
station makeup.
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But, as time went on, there gradually emerged stations, mainly from Eastern
Europe, that would turn in scores a long way ahead of ours that were difficult to
believe. “Sour Grapes” you might say. But no, they were cheating. Most likely, they
were effectively multi-op with “helpers” working multipliers in tandem with the main
operator running the QSOs.
At that time, very little log checking was possible. There were no computers, no
packet or skimmer systems and log submission was on paper: 60 contacts in one hour
was considered good going! Gradually, the practice of “bending the rules” became
established if not accepted. The message was clear – If you are cheating, do it in a
way that can’t be proved.
So I have been delighted to find the CQ Contests Committee willing to grasp the
nettle and take firm steps to clean things up. Recent years have seen the available
technology used to produce evidence, albeit mainly circumstantial, to deal with many
of the violators.
From 2009 to 2012, in addition to the option of disqualification, a system of
Yellow and Red “warning cards” was used. During this period, a total of 29 yellow
warnings and 14 red warnings were issued. In the years up to 2016, the number of
DQs slowly rose with 77 on CW and 162 on SSB. Prior to 2015, the majority of these
concerned “Unclaimed Assistance” – i.e. use of packet/RBN when entering an
Unassisted Section.
The results for 2016 SSB have just been released and the disqualification of 81
entrants has raised a storm of discussion. According to the CQWW Blog, 75 of these
were for violation of the rule concerning “Self-Spotting”. This particular form of
cheating has been In the spotlight for some years. According to CQWW, the
disqualifications were only applied to the worst cases. Warnings were issued to a
further 100 or more stations.
Predictably, many of the DQs responded with a claim that the “self-spots” were
merely the result of over-enthusiastic but innocent “friends”. But none could explain
why these spots were almost always made under demonstrably fake callsigns. I
invite anyone to go to the DX Summit website and download the contest spots for
any of the 81 disqualified entries – the evidence is clear!
After CQWW began making all logs available, it has been easy to import them and
subject them to analysis with, for example, SH5. To an experienced contester, it was
easy to spot the violations of “supposed” single-op, unassisted entries. But the
Committee remained somewhat reluctant to take firm action, perhaps dissuaded by
the circumstantial nature of the “evidence”. But it appears that is no longer the case.
The warning is out!
Despite the howls of rage from some quarters, we should all support this firm line
being taken. What’s next on their shopping list? Could it be power abuse from the
10kW and more amplifiers increasingly common around Europe?
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THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI

CQWW WPX

I did not participate in this contest, but looking at the logs submitted
there were 57 G stations, quite a crowd!
Several of the BARTG Committee were there however.
This is from Chris G8APB, who was helped by Roger G0BSU.

Conditions were not good, worse than last year, so
we struggled at first. I spent a couple of hours on 40m
and 5 mins on 80m (as the vertical refused to load
80
5
16
2
properly, and I wasn't going out on a slippery roof in
40
426 2056 157
the snow to fix it) made 66 Qs, then went to bed for a
20
667 1630 349
few hours. Started again at 0615z and with Roger
15
366 976 127
G0BSU we worked through to 0030 Sunday morning. I
needed sleep again so got back on at 0600 Sunday and
Totals
1463 4678 635
we worked though to the end at 2359z. As the
Claimed Score – 2,975, 208
conditions changed we were swapping bands to make
a decent run of contacts, either east on 40 in the dark,
then west when the Yanks lost daylight. 20m was our banker with 15m doing well on
the Sunday right up to dusk.
G8APB

QSOs

Pts

Pfx

We ended up just short of our last year’s total but very near, none the less. The
spotting part of N1MM update didn't work so we were at a disadvantage being NonAssisted this year.
In 2016 our sum total claimed was 3,137,702 from 1,529 QSOs, whilst this year we
managed 2,975,208 from 1,463 QSOs with 635 WPXs Last year we lost nearly 9% to
an adjudicated score of 2,844,486 from 1,468 QSOs and 666 WPXs. So this year we
were more careful checking before pressing the log-it key, thus we hope for a score
near our last year record. Nothing came of any 10m calls....
We entered as multi-op one TX non-assisted. We only worked John GW4SKA once
on 20m , and saw nothing of the rest of team BARTG, how did you others get on.?

GW0A

QSOs

Pts

Pfx

80

271 1116

120

40

242 1114

158

20

735 1807

288

15

264

Totals

714

93

1512 4751

659

Claimed Score – 3,130,909
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John GW4SKA aka GW0A did very well:
Using a Tri-bander and Wires:

G8GNI

QSOs

Pts

Pfx

80

156

626

97

40

99

440

50

20

223

493

154

15

38

93

26

516 1652

327

Totals

Claimed Score – 540,204

This is from Andrew G8GNI.
Visitors, Six Nations and sleep got in the
way. I know I have a few broken calls in there
as I had ‘worked before’ at least twice. I wish
stations wouldn’t do that as we will both
probably have something incorrect.
Lots of US stations Sunday evening. I have
difficulty working into Asia and Japan from
here.

BARTG HF Contest
I did the six-hour section for this one and based my times on last year, so hoping
that propagation would be roughly the same. I shall have to wait to see how that
worked out, but I was happy with my result.
Band

QSOs

DXCC

Areas

Cont

80

18

13

2

2

40

48

23

2

2

20

188

34

21

1

15

12

8

3

1

Total

266

78

28

6

Claimed score – 169,176

I was happy with that, but
comparing logs after the contest,
I did miss some very nice ones.
However, with the limited time,
that is to be expected. It does
take some luck dividing time so
that advantages can be obtained
at the expense of some nice
multipliers. That is the gamble of
the 6 hour slot!

G3LDI
---oOo--Andrew G8GNI decided on a mini-DXpedition to Malta, holiday style:
Having never operated abroad before I decided to take the plunge and operate
holiday-style from Malta (9H) for a few days last November and arranged for a
temporary Maltese license 9H3AP. Arranging a temporary licence is very easy – a
simple form emailed to the Malta Communications Authority with a copy of your
licence. It took about a month to come through – and was free.
I was a little apprehensive about taking radio equipment through airport security,
but had no difficulties at either end (Birmingham and Malta airports). I had put all the
cables, connectors and tool kit in the hold luggage and just took the ‘black boxes’ and
laptop through security, unpacking them out of their protective bags and into the Xray scanner trays. In fact, the security person complemented me on making it so clear
as to what I was taking through in my hand luggage!
As this was a holiday, on-air operation was very limited and so I initially I went
along to a Malta Amateur Radio League (MARL) Club meeting and got some useful
advice about where to operate from and the best times of day. I was told that
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conditions were particularly dire! Typically, it seemed 20m tended to be open early to
mid-morning, with 40m not opening until around 8pm in the evening. While I was
there an American amateur arrived at the Club and was keen to work ‘back home’ on
CW. In two hours he worked nothing at all – so conditions really were poor. The SFI
was in the low 70’s and the K index ranged between 1 and 3.
So, I spent four mornings operating from my hire car on some waste land
overlooking the sea and four evenings trying to operate from the MARL Club.
I found over my four mornings that 8am to 11am were the most productive times,
typically on 20m, with conditions rapidly fading away after that. Operating 40m from
the MARL Club in the evenings was hopeless – whether this was to do with their
aerials or conditions generally, I don’t know, but I worked virtually nothing in the
evenings.
Equipment
comprised an Icom
706 MkIIG running
about 50 watts into
a SOTAbeams
inverted V for 40, 30
and 20m, held up by
a SOTA pole, plus a
Rig Expert Standard
interface and laptop as I am primarily a datamodes op. I used a hired portable
generator (which was surprisingly difficult to find on Malta) as I didn’t think the car
battery would cope, although in future I don’t think I would bother with a hired
generator as it was more trouble than it was worth.
9H is hardly a ‘most wanted’, being 253 on ClubLog’s list, but it is still relatively
rare for datamodes.
DXCC RTTY
NAME / CALL SIGN
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WORKED

CONFIRMED

ROGER

G3LDI

247

222

PHIL

ZL3PAH

210

188

CHRIS

G8APB

248

226

JOHN

GW4SKA

296

296

ANDREW G8GNI

159

153

CHRIS aka M0A

171

159

GORDON G3PXT

173

112 ( EQSL )

Last time I mentioned a DXCC ladder for RTTY. Most RTTY ops were really
disappointed when the ARRL lumped all digital modes together and called it the
Digital DXCC award. It is now impossible to obtain RTTY DXCC which has a much
better appeal! (It might be semantics to you, but…..)
I have had a few inputs so will start with what arrived with me and see if we can
expand it somewhat. So, please send your worked/confirmed to roger@g3ldi.co.uk
and I will add it to the table.
EA Contest
Chris G8APB took part in this and says:
I had a play in the EA RTTY contest over the weekend and worked 342 Q's,
conditions were dire though, but picked up E21, YB, VR, DV and VU out of the muck.
Propagation is not helping at all, plus some odd operating habits at times. In the
RSGB CC contests, most people seem to operate sensibly, but some of the HF contests
there are some who think that replying to my:
“ G9XXX 599 001 001 001” is fine to answer with just “11” and that’s it!! It would
be if I copied the 11 but if it’s lost in the QRM and I ask for a repeat and he has gone,
that near QSO will be dumped.
Phil GU0SUP made a few comments:
I know I was suffering from a bad cold, and also had lots of other things on my
mind at the time, but I too noticed a lot of "odd" behaviour during the contest.
Not only did I get more than a few who sent a report before just calling me, but
some sent a report, got my report to another station entirely, and then sent me a 73
as acknowledgement!
I also noticed these lapses of judgement - and some from what I would term as
experienced RTTY contesters!
1. Asking for a repeat, which I sent, but they were CQ'ing once I had finished
sending. So was that a good QSO?
2. Just turning up and calling CQ over an existing QSO.
3. Sending an exchange with no calls attached when there are several callers.
Happened to me on a few occasions, resulting in repeat requests.
4. Calling me a second time is fine, as I may not be a dupe for you, but calling me 5
or 6 times during the contest (same band). Really?
5. Very slow in responding. Even if you have to type my call into the box, surely it
doesn't take 1-+ seconds before you respond to me? Maybe these were SO2R/V ops,
in which case, you probably aren't doing it right. Some were so slow that I sent my call
again, which blotted out their - eventual - response.
6. READ THE RULES... Mults count only ONCE, so why join a pile of callers to grab
me, when we have already worked on another band?
7. Calling me with a 2 X 3 callsigns. Totally unnecessary.
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8. When I ask for a repeat, I need the serial number, not your call, or the 599
(often sent twice!), and nor your State or name. JUST THE SERIAL NUMBER PLEASE!
It's difficult to know with the WPX RTTY contest, as there are so many inventive
callsigns in this one, but I would hazard a guess that many of the folk doing the above
were newcomers to the dark art of RTTY contesting. For me, many were calls that
didn't come up in the SCP file, and many also could not get my call right. I ended up
with a macro that said PSE CORRECT MY CALL - GU0SUP - GUERNSEY ISLAND. I'm still
not sure some got it.
I know I made some errors, which I blame on feeling lousy, and my inexperience
with N1MM+. I am getting better at running, but I still forgot to hit ENTER, and
pressed F2 instead. I don't think these few occasions caused any problems, but it
wasn't good for me.
Well Phil, you could just use the mouse on its own, no need to even use the Enter
key! However, a lot of very valid points made there by Phil, and it all comes down to
impatience and poor operating and the “win at all costs” mentality.
Data DXing

Our intrepid local DX hunter, Gordon G3PXT, has sent me a list of his latest
acquisitions! He has wire only antennas and most of those are hidden in trees, so he
really runs a clandestine station! He spends a huge amount of time on the air
however, most of it just daytime.
40m: VK3VM TA3MHA R2FAQ PP5ZAP KP4IS JW2US JH7DFZ JH4BTI FR4OO FK8HN BV2FB 7Z1HL
ZL4SA ZL4IA ZL3TCM ZF1RC ZS6ZA
YV5FRD YV5AJI YV4MY YV4CEG YI1SAL YE6YE YD1WST YC4SMD YB7GRN YB7ERV YB6KJJ YB6HAI
XE3YWB XE1I WP4UT WP3RC
VU3WEW VR2XMT VO2NS VK7GG VK6YI VK5BC VK4CAG VK4AQJ VK3VD VK2VTH VK2RT VK2LJM
VK2IE VK2DJP VK1MA V31A TR8CA TI2HAS TI2BOX TF5B T6MH R2FAQ PY7ZZ PY7RL PY7DJ PY5EJ
PY4SM PY4OY PY2PAL PY2IQ PY2DPM PY2CAT PY1ROI PP5XA
OY1DZ OD5PY LW4DVA LU8HGI LU8ENU LU6FHO LU5DT LU2ICA
JW2US JA4FKX HS7WMU HS0ZIV HK1F GU8FBO GU3HFN EY8BS
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DP1POL CX7CB CW1C CU3EQ CO2YQ CO2DC CN8YZ CA3JMH BV2FB BH8MBF BG8IIY BG6RI BG4GOV
BG0BAC 9Y4DG 9M2TO 9X2AW
7Z1HL 5Z4/DL2RMC 4S7KKG 4S6NCH 3A2MW
20m: 9M2MO 9Y4DG
17m: ZS6C VE1JBC UN7FU WD0EMR AP2AM 9G1SD 3W3B
STATES WORKED ON JT: WI WA VT UT TX TN SD SC RI PA OR OK OH HY NM NY NJ NH NC MT
MS MO MI ME MD MA LA KY KS IN IL ID IA GA FL DE CT CO CA AZ AR

123 DXCC ON JT THIS YEAR
ALL TIME DXCC ON JT 143

100 JT DXCC WORKED ON 40M THIS YEAR
116 ON 40M 106 0N 20M

A free, new Windows program called Accessible Digipan has been released.
It allows blind hams to operate PSK31. The download includes the application,
audio tutorials, detailed written guides, and additional helpful resources, plus DigiPan
PSK31 and PSK63 software.
ARRL member Richard, KK6MRH, and Jim, WA0PSS, both blind, developed the
program. The app will work with many different kinds of rigs, interfaces, and
Windows versions.
Full details at accessibledigipan.org which is especially designed to be kind to
electronic screen readers.
OK folks, that’s it, --- play the music – open the cage ----See you on the Green Keys.
73 de Roger, G3LDI

QRP FOCUS

DAVE SERGEANT, G3YMC

QRP News

Following the ending of the GQRP convention in Rishworth near
Halifax preparations are continuing apace for its replacement which
will be held as part of the Telford HamFest on 2nd-3rd September.
Format will be similar with a number of speakers on QRP topics,
stalls and a buildathon on the Friday evening. Not sure what will replace the
traditional ‘pie and peas’.
The lecture ‘Being the DX, QRP’ which Dom M1KTA gave at last year’s RSGB
Convention is now available on the RSGB website. No sign of my own lecture ‘QRP on
a Shoestring’ but I expect it will appear in due course.

Club 72, http://club72.su/, is a QRP orientated site run by Oleg RV3GM, ‘Mr QRP’.
As well as weekly gatherings on 14060, supported by a number of G QRP operators,
he organises various events throughout the year. One of these is the QRP Marathon
‘Look in the Horizon’ which ran during April where entrants each day record their
best QRP DX and each QSO gains points based on the power used at each end and
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the distance based on exchanged Locators. I entered and won one of the awards in
2011. It is an interesting idea, though the requirement to know the Locator of the
other station and also the power used by him does limit it to more chat type QSOs.
When I entered I worked many SOTA stations (Locator available from the SOTA
reference) and an assumption that most SOTA operators are QRP but I did include a
number of DX stations where I had to assume 1kW for the power – maybe I cheated
to get my nice badge. At the time of writing in mid-April G3JFS is in third place,
though it is mainly UA stations who participate.
Are Conditions as bad as they seem

There was a brief spell in mid-March when things seemed to be looking up. In the
space of a few days I had QSOs with 9G5X, 3B8/G3TXF, 5U5R and PZ5K on several
bands – those chaps did an excellent job working G-land. But then it went quiet
again. The Commonwealth contest was very non-inspiring with nothing worked in
VK/ZL here and even VE was hard work. Russian DX the following weekend was even
less inspiring. It remains to be seen whether CQ WPX at the end of May will liven
things up.
We certainly seem to be at a low… but is what we have at the moment what we
would expect for this time in the solar cycle? The latest sunspot numbers shown in
the chart, credit Royal Observatory of Belgium, show that we currently have a mean
sunspot number of about 20 which is about the same as 11 years ago, 2006. The
minimum between cycle 23 and cycle 24 occurred in January 2008 and the next
minimum is predicted in 2020. So we have not yet reached the low point.
What has surprised me so far this year is how poor 15m is and I have not heard a
single signal on 10m. There may well be an element of inactivity but during major
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contests I would expect to hear at least something on 15m. But in the Russian DX
contest in March apart from a short opening to Russia on the Sunday morning there
was zilch.
I did some comparisons between what I have worked so far this year and the
same period (January to March) in 2006, 2008 and 2009.
Jan - Mar

2006

2008

2009

2017

DXCC/All Bands

108

91

85

80

DXCC/15m

21

16

10

14

This seems to indicate conditions are far more as they were in 2008-9, i.e. we
have already reached the minimum as far as propagation is concerned. Although in
2006 the evidence of the approaching minimum was becoming apparent, I was still
working loads of DX on the bands with 146 DXCC in the year and 67 on 15m. Unless
conditions improve a lot I don’t think I will get anywhere near those totals in 2017.
It is anybody’s guess what the sun will do in the coming years. But if we really
have already reached the minimum it could quite well be 2022 or so before things
pick up. A sobering thought if there ever was one.
Antenna work
As summer approaches most of us will be getting round to sorting out our
antennas again. Here at G3YMC I had been aware that my Hustler 4BTV vertical,
installed around 18 months ago, was not performing as it used to. In fact I had more
or less stopped using it as the long wire was invariably better on most signals. Clearly
something had changed, but what? The SWR as shown by the K2 SWR meter had not
changed, but when I connected my Rig Expert AA200 analyser it was obvious that
something was very wrong as instead of nice resonances the SWR was quite flat
whereas a check at the antenna base was exactly as I remember it when I first put it
up.
The problem turned out to be the coax. OK, I am a cheapskate and used the
cheapest RG58 I could find. Everybody tells me that is the one coax I should NOT be
using. But it seemed to do the job. When I investigated I found the first few metres,
which had been lying on the lawn, had suffered water ingress. Not only was the braid
blackened but it was literally not there and just fell out as tiny bits of wire like dust.
No wonder it was not performing…
I have for the moment replaced it with more RG58 though in the longer term
must use something rather better. The length on the lawn will also be buried in
flexible conduit but need to do a bit of research as to the best way of stopping water
getting into that. Together with adding a SO239 connector instead of the rather
awkward screw connection. Work for the summer. Motto, do not just rely on your
SWR meter and assume everything is rosy.
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CDXC BOOK REVIEWS

Radio Propagation Explained – Steve Nichols, G0KYA
Reviewed by Iain Kelly, M0PCB

In this new RSGB book, Radio Propagation
Explained, Steve Nichols G0KYA has thoroughly
revised and updated the base text, which had
previously been published as Radio Propagation
Principles and Practice by Ian Poole G3YWX.
There are 13 chapters covering a variety of
topics related to the 'magic' of radio propagation
across all of the amateur bands. Chapter 1 starts us
off on the journey by introducing Electromagnetic
Waves, what they are, what properties they can
have and how those properties can be changed by
various environmental effects. There are plenty of
simple illustrations to demonstrate visually the
concepts in the text, and a few simple formulae are
presented.
The next step of the journey is to take a look at
the atmosphere, covering the layered structure,
the ionospheric layers and the variations of each layer over time, again with
diagrams. The section culminates with a brief description of how the Aurora comes to
be.
Continuing the trend of moving away from the Earth the next point of call is the
Sun, a pretty big leap in terms of distance, but the effects should not be
underestimated. The structure of the Sun is key to how the Sun works and
descriptions of the properties of the sun, sunspots and the infamous 11 year cycle.
Accompanying details of solar winds and coronal mass ejections are a number of
exciting photos reproduced from NASA. It must be said that they would bring more
excitement if the pictures were in colour.
The next two chapters look at ground wave propagation, in a very short section
and ionospheric propagation, which is considerably longer and contains much more
detail on the various ionospheric layers, skip distances, maximum and lowest usable
frequencies, path losses and fading effects.
Chapter 6 is where things get a bit more real, when looking at the effects of
Ionospheric disturbances such as Coronal Mass Ejections, CMEs that spew vast
streams of particles away from the sun. If the CME hits the Earth it can cause a
Geomagnetic storm which can seriously reduce the ionisation of F region. Radio
blackouts caused by Solar Flares are also described in detail as are Auroras and their
effects on propagation at higher frequencies.
Next comes a brief overview of propagation at LF and MF frequencies. But
perhaps the most useful section, certainly for newcomers to HF propagation is in
Chapter 8. For each frequency band from 136kHz to 28MHz has a section describing
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the usual propagation types, times and day and what you might expect to find on
each band. It's a handy refresher for anyone, like me, who has trouble remembering
some of the details. Of course, a chapter on predicting propagation wouldn't be
complete without mentioning beacons and ionosondes as well as explaining the
geomagnetic indices and how to interpret them.
Chapter 9 is a very comprehensive reference of the various software tools
available for predicting propagation on the HF bands, and most of them can
download the latest data from the internet for accurate predictions, worth some
time to try each one for sure. The final few chapters wrap up by covering
tropospheric propagation at VHF, again with a useful band by band summary
covering 6m to 33cm (though not a UK band). Both meteor scatter ad space
communications have their own sections and Chapter 13 draws the book to a close
with a list of some very useful online sources of information on radio propagation.
All in all this is an excellent book, pitched just at the right level to cover the basics
well, plus some of the extra detail. There are some tricky concepts covered, but all in
plain English and is not too heavy on mathematical content. The diagrams are
excellent.

DXing on the Edge – The Thrill of 160 Metres - Jeff Briggs K1ZM / VY2ZM
Reviewed by John Rogers, G3PQA
Many of us remember the excitement of
setting up our first station, experimenting with
wire aerials, and the thrill of our initial QSOs.
With the equipment and knowledge at the
time (my rig was modified army surplus), it was
an achievement to hear and work anywhere
outside the UK on 160m. We enjoyed chasing the
lesser known UK counties, hearing the occasional
DX station, and under good conditions listening
to W1BB/1 QST DX broadcasts before his
transatlantic “tests”, sometimes even managing a
QSO.
This unique book rekindles some of those
memories in the form of a historical record
covering more than 60 years of DXing on 160m
since 1930. It describes the development of the band and techniques over the years,
and is richly illustrated with many old photographs and anecdotes.
It is also a fitting tribute to the work of Stew Perry W1BB over the decades in
helping new operators and developing Top Band as we know it.
The book also includes a wealth of useful practical, technical and operational
information, particularly in the latter chapters.
Jeff has kept the first 15 chapters identical to the first edition.
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Chapters 1 to 8 relate developments on 160m from 1930 to 1997 and are packed
with photos and stories from some very successful Top Band operators at that time,
many of whom have built huge stations and are still active today.
Chapter 9 lists the achievements of top DXers at the time, up to 1997, and
chapter 10 records the personal experiences of many of these DXers in their own
words.
Chapters 11 and 12 describe the most effective TX and RX antennas used up to
1997, nearly all in common use today.
Chapter 13 gives the recommendations, which still apply now, for the best way to
work a DX pile-up on 160m. (similar to the DX Code of Conduct).
Chapter 14 “A View of the Future” is an anecdotal discussion of challenges
remaining, the foremost of which being how long distance propagation travels in the
ionosphere and can be predicted. Today, almost 20 years later, this question has only
been partly answered (by Bob Brown NM7M, and Carl Luetzelschwab K9LA). The
propagation modes have been theorised, but the prediction is still unreliable.
Chapter 15 reproduces 17 pages titled “A Photographic Potpourri” of additional
photos of 160m DXers, their antennas, equipment and QSLs.
This is followed by the completely new section, prefaced by its own foreword and
acknowledgements, entitled “160 meter DXing in the New Millennium”.
Chapters 16 and 17 describe and review some of the best commercial TX and RX
systems now available on the market, many of which Jeff has either tried himself or
knows produces superior performance.
The final Chapter 18 explores the latest DXing techniques, clusters and the
ON4KST chat, and gives Jeff’s views and advice on their best use. He gives his
observations on some of the ultimate challenges and achievements from each
continent.
In its new technical content, the book describes commercial systems, rather than
trying to reproduce in-depth technical coverage of the advances in 160m antennas
since 1997 which is freely available elsewhere. It is noted that most of the advances
in RX antennas have been in the design of small high-performance antennas and
systems, bringing 160m DX more within the reach of amateurs with smaller gardens,
at least in relatively quiet locations. That in itself is a testament to the spirit of
development in this excellent book.
Both of these books are available from RSGB:
Radio Propagation Explained £12.99. DXing on the Edge - £15.99
Usual discounts for RSGB members
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NOT THE GB2RS NEWS

Some more gems reprinted from the columns edited by Martyn, G3RFX.
DXpeditions to ZK1 are advised that the success of the operation could be
jeopardised if they go for an over-large number of team members – or attempt to
operate from every single island in the group. After all, you know what they say
about “too many Cooks…”.
In a controversial move designed to make amateur radio more accessible, the
licensing authorities in one southern European country have announced that they
will shortly be signing a lucrative deal with a leading breakfast cereal company, after
which an amateur radio licence will be found FREE! at the bottom of every tenth
packet of cornflakes.
The operating frequencies for the SSB section of the highly popular 90-minute
RSGB 80m Club Championship have been revised. Not long ago 3.650 to 3.700 MHz
was declared out of bounds, largely due to complaints from certain Continentals of
massive UK QRM. However, it’s now been accepted, even by the do-gooders, that a
fair number of these Continentals themselves probably wouldn’t give a toss about
them causing massive QRM to us in one of their invariably much longer contests,
jawoll!
We have been informed of the radical changes soon expected to the callsign
prefixes of the following countries. This is because their standard phonetic
realisations are either politically incorrect, misleading, or could portray the respective
country in a negative light:
 BY In China it’s not the done thing to applaud an American.
 FO Could be interpreted as a very rude way of telling somebody to go away,
the last thing they’d do in French Polynesia.
 HR Not all Hondurans scour the local tourist accommodation in the hope of
enticing female guests into bed.
 PP If Brazilian children require solace or reassurance they don’t call for their
father, but normally shout “Mama, Mama!”.
 TF Two very un-Icelandic dances.
 XX Could be interpreted as the only thing that hospitals in Macau ever do.
 ZG They never play this African game in Gibraltar, even on special
occasions.
 5N They don’t celebrate Guy Fawkes Day in Nigeria.
 9M In Malaysia they never say ‘no’ in German to somebody called Mike.
In a related move: in Italy the special ‘IQ’ prefix is also under review - especially
IQØ, seeing as this could easily be seen as the ultimate insult to that nation’s
intelligence.
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THOSE GOOD OLD DAYS……
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bhi

Get rid of noise and interference
and enjoy “stress free” listening
with bhi DSP noise cancelling product!
DSPKR

NEIM1031 MKII
Amplified in-line
DSP module:

- Full user contrrol
- 3W audio - Speaker
& line level inputs and
outputs - Easy to use
- Use with a speaker or
phones - 8 filter levels
9 to 35dB - 12 to 24VDC
(500mA)

NES10-2 MK3

Amplified DSP speaker:

- Rotary filter select switch
- 8 DSP filter levels 9 to 35dB
- 5W input & 2.7W audio out
- 3.5 mm mono headphone socket
- On/off audio bypass switch
- 12 to 24VDC (500mA)

Simply plug in the audio
and connect the power!

Dual In-Line

10W amplified DSP noise
cancelling speaker

- Easy control of DSP filter
- 7 filter levels
- Sleep mode - Filter select &
store function - Volume control
- Input overload LED
- Headphone socket
- Supplied with user manual
and fused DC power lead

Mono/stereo DSP noise eliminating module

***New improved DSP noise cancelling***
- 8 Filter levels 8 to 40dB - 3.5mm Mono or stereo
inputs - Line level in/out - 7 watts mono speaker
output - Headphone socket - Easy to adjust and
setup - Ideal for DXing, club stations, special
event stations and field day events - Supplied
boxed with user manual and audio/power leads Suitable for use with many radios and receivers
including Elecraft K3, KX3 & FlexRadio products

Revive your old
radio or extension
speaker with a
bhi DSP install
module: low level
audio module
NEDSP1061-KBD
or the amplified
audio module
NEDSP1062-KBD

“The DESKTOP speaker is great, audio is
crisp and clear, brilliant!” Mr B Hiley

ANEM MKII

Compact DSP module
- 8 filter levels 9 to 35dB
- Audio bypass mode
- 3W audio output max
- 12 to 18VDC (300mA)
- Wide audio bandwidth
- Easy pushbutton control
- Compact inline unit for
use with your headphones
or extension speaker

speaker

bhi Ltd, 22 Woolven Close
Burgess Hill, RH15 9RR, UK

Tel: 01444 870333

Compact In-Line

Compact handheld mono/stereo
in-line DSP noise cancelling unit

- Easy to use rotary controls for
all functions - New improved
DSP noise cancelling - Use with mono
or stereo inputs - 8 filter levels
9 to 35dB - Ideal for portable use & DXing
- Use with headphones or a small speaker
-12V DC power or 2 x AA batteries
- Over 40 hours battery life
- Size: 121mm x 70mm x 33mm
- Suitable for use with Elecraft K3 & KX3

DESKTOP

- 10W amplified DSP
noise cancelling
base station speaker
- Rotary volume
and filter level controls
- 8 filter levels 9 to 35dB
- Speaker level and
line level audio inputs
- 3.5mm Headphone socket
- Size 200(H)x150(D)
x160(W)mm, Weight 1.9 Kg
- For use with most
radios, receivers & SDR
including Elecraft &
FlexRadio

www.bhi-ltd.com

EA&O

ML&S - the world’s favourite original ham store

0345 2300 599
Web: HamRadio.co.uk

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Shopping online with ML&S is safe
and secure. E&OE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND
FACEBOOK

HamRadioUK

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP. E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5pm. Sat: 9am to 4.30pm. International Tel: +44 1932 567 333

Icom from the UK’s Official
No.1 Retailer ML&S, Who Else?
EXTRA
12 MONTHS WARRANTY

FREE

Icom IC-7100

HF+6+4+2+70 with D-Star
Brand new and an extra 12 months
warranty.

Under £35 per month*
Only £999.95
www.HamRadio.co.uk/
ic7100

Icom IC-7600

HF+6m Base. Wide Screen
Heaven

both with

FREE
UK SHIPPING

EXTRA
12 MONTHS WARRANTY

FREE

Under £85 per month**
Only £2399.95
www.HamRadio.co.uk/ic7600

www.MLandS.TV
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Get yourself a brew, pull up a chair &
watch ML&S TV!
All of our videos on one TV channel.

See

** £100 deposit 36 x £83.49, 19.9% APR.
TAP £3105.64. Offer STS.

WATCH
ML&S TV

S
TV
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Ha

Finance Details:
* £50 deposit, 36 x £34.48 per month,
19.9% APR. TAP £1241.28. Offer STS.

is a

PLUS A FREE Credit Card Sized Cellphone (subject to availability)
by quoting CLUB PURCHASE when ordering.
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